
§ 14. 

CHAPTER III. 

PAIRS OF ELEMENTS. 

Different Forms of Pairs of Elements. 
"

7E have already found, in the general solution of the machine 
problem (p. 35 et seq.), that the elementary-or what may be called 
the elementary-parts of a machine are not single, but occur 
always in pairs,-so that the machine, from a kinematic point of 
view, must be divided rather into pairs  of e lements than into 
single elements. It is the geometrical form of these pairs 
with which we must first of all make ourselves acquainted. 

We shall in the first instance limit our investigations to rigid 
bodieos,-that is, to such as possess approximately complete 
rigidity ;-the problem before us in the construction of pairs of 
elements will then be the determination of a given or required 
motion by means of two such bodies o r  elements only. As 
we have found in the last chapter, these elements must satisfy 
the following conditions :-

1. That one element be fixed relatively to the surrounding 
portion of space,-itself assumed to be stationary ; 

2. That this element be so formed as to carry upon or within 
itself the envelope of the second and moving element, which 
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3. must be so arranged as to prevent every motion of the second 
ele1nent except the one which is required.

The stationary element then holds the moving one as it were 
imprisoned,-preventing every motion except a single one,
forcing every point in it, when it has begun to move, to travel 
in a determinate path, on which account such a pair of bodies may
be called constrained. We referred in the last article to the 
immense number of forms which the relative motion of two 
bodies might take; remembering this, it is easily seen that pairs 
of constrained bodies may have very many geometrical forms. 
All pairs of such forms, however, which conform to the two la1,t 
of the above conditions, have this in common, that they are 
envelopes, and indeed reciprocal envelopes, for the given
motion,-which can be represented through their axoids. Hence 
they may, like their axoids, be more or less simple. We can 
imagine a case fulfilling both the conditions, and in which at 
the same time the one element not merely forms an envelope for 
the other, but encloses it,-in which, that is to say, the forms 
of the elements are geometrically identical, the one being solid 
or full and the other hollow or open. Such a pair of bodies 
may be called a closed pair. 

It is evident that, in their simplicity, closed pairs differ notably 
from pairs in which the elements are not identical in form. We 
shall on this account consider them separately and in the first 
instance. 

§ 15. 

The Determination of Closed Pairs. 

The geometrical properties of the bodies from which closed 
pairs can be constructed are so well defined that we do not require 
to look first for these pairs in existing machinery, but may attempt 
to discover them by a priori reasoning.

Two bodies forming a closed pair cover each other with their 
surfaces ; on these we may imagine any number of pairs of 
coincident curves, and among these some may be supposed to be 
such that the single motion possible for the time being occurs 
along them,-such in other words, as slide on one another.. If 
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shown in Fig. 4:l The same process of converting a cylinder
into a prism is often used in cases where t\vo bodies have to be 
so connected that they may resist all forces tending to move one 
upon the other ;-here keys, cutters, and so on are employed. In 
short, the n1achine- m aker is accusto1ned to fulfil the above de
scribed condition in most numerous '\\Tays in. his practical work. 

§ 16. 

Motion in Closed Pairs. 

\Ve have found in the last section that there are three pairs of 
elements which fulfil the conditions necessary for the complete and 
continuous enclosure of the bodies of which they consist. It is 
specially notable that there are only three,-in itself a remarkable 
result of the investigation,- for judging from the immense variety
of cases ,vhich occur in machinery we might have been inclined 
beforehand to assu1ne the existence of a very much larger number. 
These three single cases are, ho\vever, still further characteristic, 
on account of the nature of the constrained motions which can 
be carried out by their means. 

In the scre,v-pair all points in the nut describe helices,-and 
equal helices if the describing points lie at equal distances from 
the axis. These rnotions are compounded of a rotation about an 
axis and a sliding along it, and this axis is al,vays that of the 
screw-spindle itself. The axoid of the scre,v-spindle (see § 13)
is hence a straight line coinciding with the axis of the 
screw. We can find the axoid of the nut at once, by supposing
it fixed and causing the spindle to move : all points of the 
spindle then describe helices relatively to the nut, and equal
helices if the points are equally distant from the axis,-exactly 
the same motion, that is, as that of the scre,v. The 
axoid of the nut is therefore likewise a straight line co incid
ing with its geometrical axis. This axoid slides endlong upon
the first and at the same time revolves about it, the angular motion 
bearing always a constant 1·elation to the sliding. We have then 
before us in  this pair of elements,-the screw and nut,-the most 
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general case of the twisting of axoids, reduced at the sa1?e time 
to the most simple imaginable form, where both axo1ds are 
concentrated i n  the t,visting axes themselves. 

"\Vith the turning-pair we can observe something very 
similar to this. Here all points in the moving eye, the open ele-
1nent, describe circles about points in the geometrical axis of the 
stationary cylinder, these circles being equal for points at equal 
distances from the axis. The axoid of the fixed body is thus again 
a straight line coinciding with its geometrical axis, and we find 
the axoid of the eye to be the sarIJe, if we fix it and cause the 
cylinder to move. Thus for the axoids of this pair of elements,
the full and open revolute,-we have again two coincident 
axes turning about each other, forming the simplest case of 
cylindric rolling which we can conceive, one in which both 
the cylinders of  instantanP-ous axes have become merely 
straight lines. 

With the prism-pair all rotation ceases ; the twisting of the 
instantaneous axes becomes a sjmple sliding of  them one  
along the other. The geometrical axes of both prisms may 
be considered to be their axoids, but the notion of the geo
metrical axis is liot so determinate in the prism as in the cylinder 
or scre,v ; and "'e can consider any given pair of coincident edges 
or parallels to edges to be axoids .e. 

Here therefore the other extreme of the n1ost general case of 
twisting is realized-that i n  "rhich the sliding alone ren1ains. 

,ve may no,v advance a srnall but important step. "\Ve have 
above laid do,vn as the first condition for the attainment of a 
given motion by one pair of bodies that one of the elements must 
be rigidly connected '\'ith the portion of space ,vhich we have 
considered as stationary. vV e may no,v release ourselves from this 
condition. For if t,,.,o elements which have been rightly paired 
be both set in motion, there still continues between the one element 
and its partner the former absolute n1otion, (or motion which we 
have agreed to consider absolute,) but it has now· b_eco1ne the 
relative motion of the element to its partner. \Ve may there
fore arrange the pairs of elements which ""e have found in kine
matic chains, ·where then the relative motion o f  the 
paired elementse- becomes that also of the links which 
they connect. 
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unaltered ; the changed arrangement of the ports presented 
some difficulties, the slide-valve also required to be son1e"'1hat dif
ferently arranged for convenience' sake, but in essence they
have remained as before. 

As another example I n1ay mention the reversing link of 
Humphry and Tennant, Fig. 47 (or more rightly of Naismyth),*
as compared ,vith the older and more comrnon one of Stephenson, 
Fig. 48. Here inversions of two pairs have taken place. First,
Humphry's bar-link A B  is an inversion of the slotted link A

1 
B

used by Stephenson, and hence the element paired with the 1 

link in the latter case, the slide C
1 
DI> becomes in Fig. 47 a 

hollo,v block CD, in which A B can slide. Naismyth has also 
changed the cross pin F1 into a body FF having a cylindric hole, 
and the piece E

1
, vlhich in Stephenson's has such a hole, iuto a 

solid cylinder E E, of such a size as is necessary to allo,v the link 
to pass through it in the ,vay sho,vn. Kinematically the pieces 
CD E and Ci D

1 
E are completely. identical,-both having for 

their ele1nent-fonns 1a curved sector ha Ying a prismatic cross-seetion, 
and a cylinder normal to it. 

These inversions frequently afford great advantages in construc
tion, and on this account they are 1natters of considerable in1port
ance in machine-design. In kinen1atic science they are examples 
of the application of a simple general law, which as we have seen 
affects the simplest element-pairs generally and a priori. 

§ 17. 

The necessary and sufficient Restraint of 
Elements. 

,vhile in the course of our examination of closed pairs ,ve 
considered the forn1s screw, revolute, and prism, and exan1iued 
the relation bet,veen the corresponding solid and bollo,v pieces, 
,ve took no notice of the fact that the mutually enveloping geo
metrical forms ,vere not al'1.'ays equally large or equally extended 
in the cases we used as illustrations. We found, and find almost 
always in practice, the nut to be much shorter thnn its scre,v,-

• Cf. Practical Jfech. Journ., 186:!-.3, p. 232. 
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By the expression point of  restraint of the figure we shall 

prevented from sliding along or parallel to a normal to the tancrent 
n1ean a point in its circumference to,vards which the fia11re is 

at that point. Sliding of the figure in1plies here an equal and 
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coincide ,vith that of the hollo,v cylinder which forms its sent. In 
the first case (Fig. 49) three small segrnents of the cylinder are 
cuth· away ; in the second (Fig. 50) four screw-formed webs only 
are left, and in the third (Fig. 51) four thin strips of the cylinder
parallel to its axis, and connected belo\v by a ring forming part
of its cross section. There must evidently be some general
principle underlying the arrangement of these small strips 
or other portions of the cylindrical surface ,vhich have to be 
retained in order that the bodies may keep their required mutual 
positions, or, as we n1ay say, in order that they may mutually 
res train each other. A definite number of such points is 
necessary, but is at the same time sufficient, in order to ensure 
this mutual restraint. This minirnum of points of restraint we 
shall no�· endeavour to find. It is not an investigation to which 
hitherto any special value bas been attached, but it is unques
tionably one which should be kept in view, not only because no 
property of machine-elements can be unin1portant in a scientific 
examination of the nature of machines, but also because of the 
important results which are directly connected with it. 

§ 18. 

Restraint against Sliding. 

We shall first consider the case of a plane figure moving in 
a plane,-or, if it be preferred, of a plane section of a cylinder
prevented in any way from leaving the plane in which it lies. 

0 

0 

similar motion of all points in it. 
Single Point of Restrai nt.-Let the given figure .A be pre

vented fron1 moving freely in its own plane by contact in one 
point with a second and con-plane figure B ;-we shall examine 
to what extent its motion is limited. The definition of a point 
of restr,iint just given renders it unnecessary that we should 
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cause all directions falling outside this angle, as those n1arked 

RESTRAINT AG.AJNST SLIDIEG. 

concern ou1·selves about the shape of the restraining figure B 
(Fig. 52) ;-we require only to draw a tangent T'11 

' to the re
strained figure A at a, and erect upon this through a the norn1al 
1,ri.Vd' ;-the direction fro1n A tov,rards a and N' is then that in 
,vhich the point of restraint renders sliding impossible (Fig. 53).

No sliding therefore which has a component in this direction 
can occur. The only motions, however, which have not such 
con1ponents are those ,vhose directiur.s are included in  the angle 
TN  T', as indicated by the arro"·s. This straight -angle may be 
called the field of sliding for a figure restrained only at a, and 
having the normal 1Y'a to the tangent T T' as the direction of 
restraint. All the directions in ,vhich motion is prevented by the 
restraining point fall ·within the second strajght-angle TN ' 1",-

T it  

\ ! 

,NB 

r/ I: ,, 
: 1 

FIG. 58. 

this we may therefore call the field of restraint for the 
point a. The fields of sliding and restraint for any point of 
restraint contain together four right angles. They are sepa
rated at the point of restraint by the tangent T T' ; but as the 
essential difference between them is a question only of angle or 
direction, this line of separation n1ay take different positions, such 
ns t t '  or t1 t\, so long as it re1nains parallel to T T'. In general
,ve may therefore say that any normal to the direction of restraint 
is a division line betvieen the fields of sliding and restraint. 

Two Points of Restraint.-If a figure have t,vo restraining 
points, a and b, Fig. 54, these limit the possible directions of sliding
to the angle enclosed bet,veen the t,vo tangents a T and bT, be

Fl(' ,,.), ,. v...-• 

'f I 

II 2 



3 or 4, woot have a oompo1><nt pualld to on� o, <•lwr of <h<, direction, of ..,.,nunt I and 2. If tho Ji,i!iou lino belwoon tho�•M•of •liding ond of reotraintfor to<:h of thc point.. n ando� 
:':.''7>·:,":::::r::::":;.'"-;;:; £ .11wlod""gleo l' 0 Q e,.:�be-••• ••m i• tho 5eld of 1Jioa.ing,an d l.heoe..tenor_onglo Q O P  •tho fi e l d  ofrutr01n\., fo r  the ..,. .. 1,ero,.. ,, . .  :&th poittu of . .o . .ouppon w<1Uld equally pro,·cnt oiidllll! m anyodirecnon fallrng .,.;,Lino lbc oppooj\c angle ti) P O Qlly reduc;ng t.l"' ""&1• a Tl,  , �l:':n;iso::n::,::::, fi:!! 
omallar, When tMy t->u,� .panlkl, M in Fig 55, th,:,oanglo am,n, d  by the ffelJ l>ooo•- infinitely om.all Hu\ ju,t u ,diding oould t>.koo pl.,,a beforo alongtho linoo of ..  J'"ftlion O P  ,nJ 0 1,J,itean o(;ll oocur along \boo<, linoo no w lh•t \hey h,,vo 1-tne 

��:=l�l�:f::·�� along O f', but al.,o alo"I! O R, tho•= •'o •�o now infinitely on,oll · •- , 
:;�i;: ■lidingeantalce pb.oe in bolh 

w· 
L 

oppooiu.o angle.o lnootboro words, the O -.lleld of oliding ia 110.,o n•fooodooimpl;· • .ro a line puallel t,) tho tal',,'ffi"', an� 
lf tho�lfolodirootiono of ,.... \T&uttl an d � ha d  noto1-.n oppooi\c,uber,, 

t��;glt��;�;Ti:� ��:2;.a;:et(�:: ...,.,,ide ... Th,eo ! Point,  o f  /\Mtrainto -Ti.. ..,,utt of o d ding • thi«! 
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nf the other uio. t'ig. 57 reprne11\, thioeu<'. Tho third pointo,iJi l<) 

r d mi 

::::� ;:u= •��'� � ... : •;t :;,,,::.,,t:t�:/1: :::i ��:� ,,ondo .!l<> the line O R ooparatingthe fio\<la of tliding ODdo,..,.tr.oinl.placing th<,o la\�o 00o &11 to pu.,o thrungh 1l,eointcn1ed.iono O of the 1.. o finot nonnalso. II i• then evident from tho !!gun, \hat 
tI:1::.��f?f�.:.i_::�;.t��
::,.,::�re':'en��; �� ��•:; :� o Egureobythonoe o f threo pom,. .of ...,,a.ml for u tho field of ,..,tcaintoof tach oiogle pomtroven JSCl', notlu.ng mon,iao,-rythanoto plaoeolheo thitdo ooothato;,..of,ol,1 d rcotnt.intoooversolho ,hd mg field 

1 · ;--' 
Q 

i: I' 
cld of reotraint, -exu,111lin g t o JI O,--...,n\ll<ly "°"•"' the field of ilid1Dl( P O Q (ol,o"·n hy d ottedo lineo) leftbylhe otl,er point., a .,,d i Theoooodition forth,,oa(tainmcntoofthi., �nd is 

that \ho th"" point.I of le>\n1in�':.:.o

fiplac<dothatit.o_o. 
".1::1eo':::.,..,':::�-:�,,na\,al,ouldo a.hnJ•ohol"'"th,n HIO'. Fig1. 58 onJ 59 n,p,.,..n1, 1<-pora\ely thorela tived irerlion, ofl!,eo1>0rmalooa\\�opoinUJo of �ninl in }'igo. &6 •nJ �7 ...,. •p<e<tivdy, an,\o '"" - from 

!:i:�, •��;:� "' 
& 2 ondo 2 & .'.\ •"' no'::1:�'" "hol"'• \hon 180',bu\o\hat betwoeno 3•nd 1 it 1;r·�u,., ,.hil• in th•-,ind cue -h of tha lh1"" <or,.,.pnnding ong1"' it - thon t•o right •n�le1o. 1ln Uie eaa, in •hKehthe two fir>tod ittttinns of rostni;nt areP",.l!el ond o;,po,,ite,l"ig . GO,the !hird point , it n&1 ,Qffide,1t lo 

-1/'----c,e;,5mi':.:c-"T 
0
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. 1(1:! KINEJfATICS OF MACHI1VERY . 

prevent all sliding ;-a fourth point d must still be added. For 
the directions O c and OR, parallel to the tangents, in which sliding 
can take place, are themselves 180 ° apart. The addition there
fore of two points of restraint, one bet,veen Vand W, and another 
bet,veen T and U, is required in order that the angle bet,veeu 
every pair of consecutive normals may be less than 180". The 

"'
2 f 

FH;. 58. F10. 59. 

directions of restraint at c and d may in these circun1stances again 
be 180 ° apart,-their tangents thus becoming parallel. 

The minimum number of points of restraint which can con1-
JJlet.ely prevent the sliding of a plane figure is therefore three, 
or if t"·o of the directions of restraint enclose betv.,een them 
180o° , four. In the illustrations given in § 17 the sections of the 

I 

FIG. 60. FIG. 61. 

valve sho,v that an arrangement is used which is in one case 
equivalent to three and in the others to four points of support. 
Every plane figure which has an outline retulning upon itself 
can be completely restrained from sliding. It is entirely indif
ferent for this purpose whether the figure be restrained by external 
or internal contact, as Fig. 61, in ,vhich all the conditioni of 



§ 19. 

RESTRAINT AGAINST TURNil{G. 

complete restraint are fulfilled, shO\VS. Indeed, the investigation
already n1ade points this out,-al_though in another way,-for the 
second figure B, Fig. 52, ,vhich carries the point of restraint 
for the first, A, must be open or hollow if the first have an 
external profile (such as v.re have sho,vn), while the action of the 
figures as to restraint is reciprocal, just as we have found to be 
the case vY:th the elen1ents fron1 \\·hich pairs are forrned. 

Restraint against Turning. 

IIere also we shall consider first the case of plane motions 
of a plane figure, and shall understand by " turning " such a 
motion of the figure that some one point connected with it 
retains continuously or for an instant its position relatively to 
the plane. Two kinds of turning n1ust be distinguished,-that
which takes place in the same direc

Ttion as the hands of a watch we 
call right-handed (R. H.), and that 

Toccurring in the opposite direction 
left-handed (L. H.), turning. 

Single Point of Restraint.-If N---4;�-__.:.:'---�::.--,N' 

the figure A, Fig. 62, have a single 
lpoint of restraint a, at which TT' 

and N N' are again tangent and 
normal, - a right-handed turning T' 

F10 62. 1nay be given to it about any point 
in the quadrants Na T and Ta N_', 
,vhile left-handed turning cannot occur about any of these points, 
because the motion of the point a in these cases would always
have a component in the direction of restraint. L. H. turning
is possible, and R. H. impossible, about every point in the re
maining quadrants N' a T' and T' a N.  The turnings possible
from points upon both sides of the normal N N' are indicated 
in the figure by the letters r and l. The w.h o 1 e field NTJ.\T-' T' 
is thus a field of turning, and is divided by the normal N N' 
into fields of  right- and left- handed turning. The nor1nal 
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i o  poasiblo from pointo in ito both flekl>, "" . Ahont poinl• in aS both \"minp that tun,iug in oith<, di""'\N>" itoel! \., Jon�• l
oro p<>Nih1" to ony o,ten\, but oboul poinl■ in o.\'' tbey �"" oceur only througb .inlinitely omol\ •agl.., •·o,.., ooon •• turning ]"" rommenffil obot1<oanyoftl,.Jo,. H"ontiol>edpoint,,\hooonnoll"'...,,, "'""" Ol' tho oth"" aiJo of th-0 """'"' of motion, wl,i<,h i, th<>• thro,on into tho r.�ld eithtt of rigbt-- o, of lclt-hOJo<l&d t"min!(,and A gla""" •I the Sg,,re oho1n1 ll•at ;t must �J !>M"into that �Ud •·l,id, do.. not. p,rmit tho oo,,!mut.noe of tho tnmingoommen«>i.T.,.o l'oioto ol ftooluint-lf a fi�ure hs,ot•o point. of TfiO\rai"l, ao 4 000 I, Fig. 6·1, ,.,,! tl,ei, ll<lda of turning lie 

�t:r !;';;J �".;:,� .tholi<ld ofo.ll H. tuming of a io oo,crodothrougboulothoang\e« O b  ·h<tn,en the �ornw, b y  the r . .  w of L. JI .  tur,,;ng ofol>,on d in tl,io 
=��t.�i�y,-:m::::.,ioto occuro abouto point.,. ino tho 

� :?�¥;·:�:�i ��';';nd�1 �!::oo...,, e&ch othe>o. In tho angle h O a' nro fiol,lo of Jl.J/. and i n  .." 0 1,' ,,.o fiolJ, of L 11, lun,;n� coincide ,\hontpointo in ti.,,..... therefon, (which oro ol,ad;,l i,, \hoofigun)right-oad tenb&ndod turniug are ,,-i-t,velyp<>Ni\,le. Thu• of tbe \wo p,,.ir■ of aogl• ot the jrnc,-:tion of th6 normala,---0n0 po.;, (thot facing the i,,1e-,twg point T of tho tang,o nto) form. a fieldof ,eoua i n t  for bolh turnings. ,.-hi\o tho "''°"'"Lflg poi, i■;�:u�:�d.:! �·;:,:f h::'r" Q�:r1��!7i:f ��:d °ii�';:;�O b<ingooornmo,'.tal<oplaoeahol,t,�tooboll, fi�ds, tnming inobotho dil'C<tion,,na, 
Jfo,benor"-'&l• to tho gi.,n poin!& ofo"""-raintbepual)el a<111 opp.,.jl<> in diroetion((a ": an an;ilo of 18fr to"""h otbrr),the angular6eld bec<,m,o. • .i n  ,.hioh eilhe, right-(Fig&\np bd.w .. n the non,lal,.,aboul polllt, M) orolefHandedotumi ng (Fi,:. 6�) 
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i, rc-,ii,le,oa«X>nfo,g \o \ho T<latiYepo,it:00 -0fothonormol._o lf .tho lotter roinddo (Fi� 6<1), \ho •:rip b<,oon,.,. a ,tni;;h\ line, ol,c,ut poiolil in which, u ii fom•• the boon�•TY lino of t"o fielda of tnmiug in oppooite di<tttiono, �h ,ight- onJo left. handeJ \umiug oon,..keplaea .1{ 1ho panJlelooorm&l.•ohnotheo""""' d irection(Fig 6T), th, ,t.rip he\,.. , n ,Mm h«'<>fllM • fi<M of ,.,,i:,..u:,1, thoo af'l""oLewllld 
! •. 

. · :  
it heiog on tb.,o ono oid< • �d of //.11. ao•l on ,l,. o,l,., of L. 1l . turning Thr<< l'oi,.u or Ilostuinl -lfo• thi•dpo;,,,or .,,,tn.int , 
��t:

s

:"°t;"�
d

�:: •�s1:"\:';1,::••�oo:, :
d 

!fi��:"'i.:i;::
to 

,:1urning d cpeod1oontirelyu1"'n ;,.o ,.1ati,opoaition. lf, foc in• ,tan<', , beotoken upon tho! part of tho s., .... .., Jying 'lrith'n 

lho t•ni;,nl anglo " Th, ilo norma.l cot., the other t wo in 1-bo poiolool'ondoQ ; ilofi<ldof L. ll.otnrningoeov,n the oimilorofielJ alrndyuioting. a O b',ootl,at thiito,,,,.,.;n, o fl , M of L. H turnin�.Tho R. ll field of c C<1v,ro 1hoorart O P Qa' ofoU>eoointilaroficld air,adye,i,ling,o whicbthero,fof'Oo&!O<> remain,o., beforeo. Ofolbt original field of t1trning only tho •uoill tri,wglo P O Q i, oo�erod by o po.ir ofo <liMimilar fieldo,--- that. tllnt;� •bout point, in 
.o



widely different. If tho oonnal lo < lben pu, (• oh<,,.n _ _. .Gcld �nt.irel.y coven tho L. II """ a 00', and ii.I kfl-!w,Jod R, ll

it only l,u bttn tend.....i impoo,,ibl<, by tho ...Wit>On of Ibo thiN ,....,..;.ningpointo.!f c loe ooopl...,.\o lhd itao no-rmal - throogh both hah·..of lh< f,.ld of \umillg (b� 6�), tl>e triangle l'O I;! ft.lb, in tho 
:::� ;;-:·:..::: .�;' .:1umi11g. 1'he!""m i o P,.•d ; Q i' o>0o-hoco�ob y •  pair o f  diNimilar fio\,,b, -1 
;.uefoaudo,.�1:': F.e;:: :r·ng�f _ .lel\,.ht.•ood tumingo rn-0]>8Cllvely ..If thoo thirdo poin1.o ofo ,.,_ •tnunlo beo..,o1,\"""'1o ll,ato i<" • nonua\ ma� • omal.1.-roaoglo ,-,._ .._ I.hon ISO' with thooe next i� .u in l'ig 70, tbo reoul� io 

, through tho on�,,..,J li<\d <YI. ngh\.-ho.nrlod \mniog, ill!in ,1,.. �um)

A. 

' 

' .. ·, 
' 

V >, y

' ,, •. 1a 
ODO the portio,t a' I' QO of tho right.-\w,ded S.ld �· o o,"" that tumio,gobo<>t pointa i11 botho� --.ioprevcn!al TI,etria,'l!I• P O Q  onlyi& COTeffl<i by &1 1'1"' o( o,m,1", &.Ids, oo \ht11 , h-.l _alonotuming.olldori&l,t•h•nded lumiugooly,• -itleo. .toin it 
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i-n -, pl-1 that ill r,orn,al po-1 \h"°"<lh 1M Jet!.-han<ledfield a O J ',-thoo.,..., w<1111J havo be,on ,.....,-i, &00 • \rian�l•....,,Jd have J,,.n le� &bout points in ,r!,ich L.11. turo.iug 011ly rouldt..,..,oOOCllrrodo.lt wi\l no•he -ily - how the t1Lmlnj1 <&11. booatillfurt.her ii.o,il,od. for W.UI po,_ it i,, only _..,. to diminillh tb<,:::.:::.'".":::::�::� ... ':'.:. • oingle polo i,-ifo < he oo .

but it Olill  re1nai11, poo-A
plaoed (Yig 71) \ha!. iu nor- ,mil pUHI throuogh t h e  in- _.ter1ect1on O of tbe t,ro fint uor<•o l o .  1"bet11mi"lritthen .,,,,;J....,d u f&r u 1\ a.n bo,- •· Y 
oibleoaboa\o oneopoinl ,

lfo thetwoo &<tt poinllo ol TflO\ralot have parallel  <1""""10 •n oblaiD other o<HI entin,Jy Jiffi,rento-ul'"-Jr the ponlMo .,.,,._l, to • ond b havo oppooillo dir«liooo (tun,iug,fu,ldofF"ig 72),toming into hn>o1.uta,ol •hieho""'oremain& & tiel,l of �ngro� by a pai? of oimilar fiel.la, •·hilethoootber. 
theonormal. to &ny poinl < betweeno 1.hemodivi.ie. tho 

. '  
, ... , .. which io""'·en:d by di-.imilar fi,ld1,booomea a fleld ofreot,aint. If tbefieM of lumiug of tbe firat i..·o point,ohe 1 line 01•ly. (theo<1onnalo,ocoi110idiDR , Fig73), about poi11t, in ..-hioh,ou ...,.... ob<n·e by .1'� 6(1, bol.bright--al>d \olt-haoded tumi1>1r m&J to.ke plooo,theoD03'tnal to e dhideo tM !i"" •t P iDIOolWO J"'iU. about pointa i n one ol whic.h. Pa. right--banded tuming.&ndin tl,.other. 1' 6, left-handed turoil>g,Uoix-,:blo. 
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J f the tHJrmaltlo U,e fint two poiato or restrain\ t ,  p,.rallel •od hove ■imil .. dioe<tioru,11,o od,\it;u,, af a third point may, ,. hg. 71 d,on,<:<,nvort • !"'rt of ""'h of the li<ldo of turning into o ti<ld oforc1t,oint ;-or it ,:,1"t,if i1-0 nonnal hopo"'-ll<! •n,I oppooi<• to ,1,. �r.t '""' enoi,t]y neutralize ono of \ho li•k!. of ••••••• •oo � ... "' •••;,'.; ;.,,•;::: ;!..::'.�".:.'::;::'�\ 
, !:J1=:0�f1':"i:"u�::•;�•<li1;::I- · 1ioa, tl,e wholo of \l,o origiru,\ f."1J.> ofo tmnin;ro.,.ill bo c,;><r.,d _ 1,y �olJo of ,\iooim;J., n .&mo, IO tbalo torniugo ,rillo bo ou!irol)· 1,rHonte d. 

;w, t·our onod t•ioe l'oint, ofoR . ,.  ,uainlo lno ,,_o,rh,r,o \urni<>g .,..,ootb;pr,TI"nt�loh7threepoin,. ol -.-.int, ond ,.·•1'",·eoettn tl,ot thi, i1 tl10 ruk, lheoolij<l« . .  u ho ,ttoineJ 1,y the , d�ifon of • fomth r<int,if ;, he IO plott<l tt.Al iu field of  lnning <ovou tho,o ol tho other point> di-■imiluly (tholia lo •y ; o right--over a le/l,-ond Ilell- or,. , ,ight-hrn ded field.) H loroin'!\.On,., , fourtl, point d. be aJdal 10 tho th"� ,loo�· " in t·ir . ;'0, in ouch • way thot 

ito no,mal 1-.. to o,.., ,hle of !l,�6el d of t•miog (J P Q,ooo " u, 00.,,, it -.-;11,. a 6,M of di,..imil•r n,mo;Fi�. 77), no \urniog can toke pb,co. !u o .., .. likofigo. i? a fum\h jX>;.,, of ""'t, .int -', 
::: ��� i:,::.:nni:�:�.•�- i�;::ni:r,1 i;;iu,.::�7,t 1;0m�..-•Jwni in }';� ;l ond i� thi•o""" •Ito b, rl,,,,.. 
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Jn U,oou,100,rn in Fig. 7;1, howevc,,lhe er>dncannothereachOO. lil this �·•r- l'or it the fon,U, point d (Fig. 79) flO"' to on•,ido of l', and h.. ita R. fl fi.eld to tile lefl, ond iu, T, /l_ £eh! to the r4!hl of ii, the r<,rtio,.. Q b n�Dd l'a of Iha \ineare ooveredhy uuliko fidd•, oo th,-t no lurnmg can t&ke plaoo obout thecrr--,int.o, butthepi..,. Q f' ;, cove.red wi,h • pair of lih field•, 
m 

;:;: , �::� ,.:.:: �.•::::: ;•;. &d*pp,ar,ntheoormo.ltond mu,t!" .. througk I' il,o;,lf,in ,.hichncu,nturn• ing cau otill tah place about • 1 I . r ; 0 •��'.n:�F����t;��nn: 1 , �tho boundMy 11000 of all the fu)l.-lt. ,- .,Jn ordu to make !urning i1nix--o.iWo in tnch • ..... • fifth po;,.1 wiw be added lo tl>ON ohown in �-i;:. 79, oo u to co�« di,. similarly (,, oLo.,.11 in t'ig. 80) tho otill rem.oining field of tnr11ing PQ, lf ,he fourth v,>iot ofn=traint 1,o .., pi..,,,,d th\ p and Q ooii,cide, t_.o more point. are neoeaary W pre••u• tnming, onefor lefl.- oud tbe other forright-banded turnin• 

rm.nJS. Thooamc thing hold1goo<i f�rthencaoenohownin }'ig .71 , wl,ero then1Wr1D&b \o th""'nJl0int.o of restraintnint<:,_t u ono poinln;for hi,nl oloo ono •dditiouo.l poin1 of reotraintis req"i,W to prevent R.11. &nd lllOU>er to pn'vcn\ r� H. tnrning. Th\1 aod tbo foregoiugnca,enn1Synbo otalron,:, nerally in the propo,.ition: If IM norma4 tontb""' point., of , .. t,.int .,f ,ny f.gul'O culn"™" 
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1 1 ()  KIN EAIATIGS OF ;.°tfdeCHJ.,_\TERY. 

another in one point, at least five points of restraint are 
required to render turning of the figure impossible. 

It \Yill be seen that it is a much more difficult problem so to 
restrain a figure that it shall not turn than to prevent its sliding.
As a rule, it requires at least four points o f  restraint (three 
suffice in an exceptional case, Fig. 76, only), while very fre

quently five are necessary. The 
f orrn of the figure, also, cannot vary 
,vithin such ,vide li1nits as ,vhen
sliding only is to be prevented,-its 
profile must have a curvature varying 
in such a way that it 1nay be pos
sible to find normals occupying the 
required relative positions. Hence 
the rotation of a circle, as of course 
can be recognised a prirn·i, cannot be 

F1G. SP. prevented by any 11un1ber of points 
0f restraint. When this form occurs 

in 1nachine construction,-( as on account of the ease ,vith which 
it can be made it so often does),-as the cross section of a body
,vhich it is <.lesired to restrain from turning, it is necessary in son1e 
,vay to convert its forrn into one ,vhich can be so restrained. ,ve 
have already (§ 15) looked at this fact fron1 another point of 
vie,v, and can no,v exa1nine it in the light of the foregoiug 
investigation. 

The fastening of a ,vheel or pulley e .  r ,----., 
1 f'upon a cylindrical shaft furnishes us ------..;1r�3JJ!;,��-:---;:r--. 

\\·ith a very fan1i1iar example (Fig. 81). 
Here, if the original form of the shaft 
,vere retained, all the nor1nals would 
cut at the centre 0. A rectangular 

FIG. 8 1 .groove is the ref ore n1ade in it, against
the sides of ,vhich the key ,vhicb holds 
shaft and ,vheel together can pres8 atne or f The one normal 
e e' covers O ,vith its field of left-, and the other ff' with its field of 
right-handed turning, exactly as we found above (Fig. 80) to 
be necessary. In similar cases the turning is often restrained 
simply by flattening a portion of the shaft. The key then exerts 
pressure at such points as e and / (Fig. 82), so that the normals 
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e e' and //' pass left and right of 0, covering it with unlike fields 
as before. The mo1nent of the pressure in the direction of the 
normal has here, however, a much smaller ar1n than in  the forrner 
case, on which account it is employed only where the effort 
tending to cause turning is small. 

Large heavy water-wheels are frequently
secured upon the shaft ,vith three, or more 
often ,vith four keys, a space being left be
t,veen the solid and hollow cylindric surfaces, 
,vhich are therefore altogether dispensed ,vith 
for restraining purposes (Figs. 83 and 84). 
Such fastenings can offer obviously but small 
resistance to turning forces, as the normals to FIG. 82.the faces of the key pass so very near to the 
centre 0. On this account such modes of keying the shaft are 
ernployed rather as methods of centering, that is, as restraints 
against the cross sliding of the shaft in the ,vheel boss in thr
rnanner indicated in Figs. 57 and 60, and for this purpose they
are correctly designed. \\'here, however, there is any considerable 
torsion to be resisted, as in the driving pinions of rolling rnills, 

FIG. 83. FIG. 84. 

such an arrangement as sho,vn in Fig. 85 is used which serves:as a restraint both against sliding and turning.
Theoretically, complete restraint .might be effected by four of 

these keys only (as f, g, b and c),-or the arrangement of Fig. 86 
might be used, v.1here a, b, and c are arranged o.s in Fig. 76, ,vhile 
d and e are~ added as in Fig. 60. But the arrangement sho,,vn in 
Fig. 85 is very 1nuch better, for the torsion is resisted at four 
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points instead of at t,vo, while the arm of the moment of resist
ance is doubled, so that the resistance of each single key is only 
one-fourth as much as in the former case ; the placing of the 
keys near the corners of each siue of the shaft is much better also 
than placing them in the centre. 

A comparisou of Figures 53 and 62 sho\YS at once how it is in 

FIG. 85. FIG. 86. 

general so much n1ore difficult to restrain turning than sliding,
namely, that while one point of restraint can prevent sliding 
throughout a field of 180o° , it can do nothing more to prevent 
turning than to divide the whole field into two parts,-fron1 
points in one of which right-handed and in the other left-hande<l 
turning can take place. 

§ 20. 

Simultaneous Restraint of Sliding and Turning. 

In proceeding no,v to apply the results found above to cases 
,vhere sliding and turning take place simultaneously, we may 
first state the following propositions relating to plane figures :-

(1) Neither the sliding nor the turning of a plane figure in 
a plane can be prevented by two points of restraint. 

(2) By three suitably placed points of restraint (a) sliding 
can be prevented, but not turning at the same tin1e ; and (b) turning 
can be prevented, but not sliding at the san1e time. 
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§ 21. 

The Higher Pairs of Elements. 

From the foregoing examination into the restraint of plane 
figures, we see that pairs of figures may be constructed in ,vhich 
the sliding of the one figure relatively to the other is prevented, 
,vhile their relative rotation remains possible,-and further, that 
if the normals of restraint, their number not being less than three, 
intersect in one point, the rotation which remains possible will be 
about this point only. Such a rotation is a 
definite motion, excluding the possibility of 
all others ; and this is just what ,ve have 
recognised as the distinguishing character
istic of a pair of elements. If, therefore, 
a pair of figures be so conditioned that 
after the completion of any indefinitely 
small turning about a centre 0, they have 
again three points of restraint with their Fro. 92. 
normals cutting in a new point,-and that 
this occurs continually for every new mutual position of the figures 
-such figures may evidently be used as the foundation of a pair of 
elements. To construct the elements we require, e.g., only to erect 
cylinders upon them, and provide these with end surfaces so as to 
prevent axial sliding. 

If there be two figures of such form that in all their relative 
positions the slidingn· of the one relatively to the other be impos
sible, then their only relative motion at each instant must be 
turning. If the normals of restraint have always a common 
point of intersection, then this turning can take place at · each 
instant about thisn- point only,-but if this be not the case, then 
turning (if it remain possible) must occur about a poiut outside at 
least one of the normals. But such a motion would cause a separa
tion of the figures at the corresponding point of restraint, and is 
therefore inconsistent with the assumption of continued restraint 
against sliding. Where, therefore, such continued restraint is 
required, the normals must always have a common point of 

I 2 
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intersection, and the single 1notion possible at each instant will 
be turning about this point. We therefore have the important
proposition :-If it can be shown for any two figures
that in all consecutive mutual positions relative slid
ing is impossible, it follows that the normals to their 
points of restraint intersect always in one point. 

The series of consecutive centres of rotation or points of in
tersection of the normals for the two figures form the centroids, 
and the cylinders erected upon these the axoids of the two paired 
bodies. 

Pairs of elements formed in this way are not closed, like the 
pairs we have before examined, but possess the more general and 
higher characteristic of mutual envelopment (§ 3). We shall 
therefore distinguish them as higher pairs of elements from the 
closed pairs,-which, on account of the smaller variety of their 
characteristics, we shall term the lower pairs. · In order to under
stand the higher pairs we shall examine in detail one example. 

§ 22. 

Higher Pairs.-Duangle and Triangle. 

If from the ends of any straight line, PQ, with a radius equal
to the length of the line, we describe intersecting arcs of a pair of 
circles, these will enclose a plane_ figure PR Q S (Fig. 93), which 
we may call a duangle. This will be touched in three points, 
Q,R, and S, by an equilateral triangle, A B C, of a height equal to 
2 P Q, if Q be placed in the centre of one side of the triangle. 
For A B is .l. to QR, ( L P  R A  beingn= L B A  Q = 30°, and 
L Q R P = 60°), and also Q, R, A and S are all points in a circle 
described about P with a radius PQ. The normals to the points of 
restraint Q, R, and S cut each other in Q, the angle between each 
pair being 120° . Sliding, therefore, is entirely restrained, and 
rotation can take place about one point only. The same holds 
good also for any other position of the duangle,-such, for instance, 
as that dotted,-as will be seen from what follows. 

If we consider in the first instance continuous contact between 
the duangle and two sides only, A B and B 0, of the triangle, it 
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will be seen that if L. H. rotation take place the point P must 
move along a straight line T U parallel to B 0, (for P being thi 
centre of the curve R Q S is equidistant from all points in it), and 
similarly the point Q moves in a straight line Q T parallel to A B. 
The two paths intersect at T at an angle of 60°-the same 
angle, namely, as that at which P S  and Q S intersect in S. The 
as yet unknown path of the point S relatively to the figure A B0 
is therefore simply that of the vertex of a triangle P S Q, of 
,vhich the ends P and Q of the base slide upon the arms of an 
angle equal to the vertex angle of the triangle itself. Let P Q S, 
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FIG. 93. FIG. 94. 

Fig. 94, be. such a triangle, a, fJ and 7 the angles at its vertex · 
and base respectively. UT Q = a, is the angle upon the arms 
of which the points P and Q slide. The points S and T are,
however, points in a circle passing through P and Q,-a being the 
angle at the circumference upon the chord P Q. If, then, we join 
8 and T, we have L Q T 8 equal to the angle /3 at P, the circum
ferential angle upon the chord QS, and therefore constant for all 
positions of the triangle. If, further, 8 T be produced through Tto A, 
the angle A T P = 180° - (a+.B): that is, = the base angle 7 at Q. 
The point 8 therefore moves in  a straight line, which makes 
with the arms of the given angle angles respectively equal
to those at the base of  the given triangle. This straight line 
is in Fig. 93 above the third side A a of the t1·iangle, which 
makes at T with UT and Q T  the angle 60°-the base angle of 
the equiangular (and also equilateral) triangle PS Q; all three sides 
of the triangle therefore touch the duangle continuously. 
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The contact of the side C A of the triangle with the vertex S is 
continuous, along with that of the other two sides with the arcs 
which form the sides of the duangle ; the angle between each 
pair of consecutive normals is therefore always 120h°, because they
remain always perpendicular to the sides of the triangle. Thus 
the conditions necessary to the continuous restraint of sliding are 
fulfilled by this pair of figures, and consequently (by § 21) the 
normals must always intersect in one point, so that the figures ,vill 
serve as the basis of one of the higher pairs of elements. We 
have no,v to find the corresponding centroids. 

u 

FIG. 95. FIG. 96. 

(a.) Centroid o f  the Triangle.-In order to make our investi
gation as general as possible we shall take the problem in the form 
used above,-of angle and triangle,-considering the line P Q as a 
plane figure (see § 5), the motion of which relatively to the figure 
for which the angle U TQ stands is the same as that of the duangle
to the triangle. We require to know,-as was shown in§ 8,-the 
paths of at least two points in the moving figure. 1;Ve do know, how
ever, the rectilinear paths P T and Q T of the points P and Q. The 
normals to these paths cut each other in 0, Fig. 95, and this 
point must lie in the circle already found, for the angle P O Q 
enclosed by the nor1nals is obviously equal to 180h° -a. ]further,
both O P T and O Q T being right angles, the line joining O and 
T must be the diameter of the circle P TS Q. The chord 
P Q and the angle ti being constant, the size of this circle is fixed, 
the distance T O  of the instantaneous centre O from the point T 
is constant ;-the centroid is therefore a circle described about T 
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with the radius T 0. To find the magnitude of this radius in tern1s of 
quantities already known, suppose P Q to slide until it stands per
pendicular to either of the arms T P or T Q as for instance' J ' at P' Q'. Then one of the normals coincides with P Q itself, and 
the other has become zero, and it will be seen at once that 

T Q = T O = sin a = sin anor if we denote O T by R and P Q by ' 
a R =  . ' sin a 

(b.) Oen troid of the Duang le.-If now, in order to find the 
second centroid, we suppose the line P Q stationary, and set the 
angle PT Q in motion, the points passing through P and Q must 
move always in the direction of the arms T P and T Q themselves. 
The normals cut in O as before. The locus of this point is 
now, ho,vever, that of the vertex of a triangle having a base 
P Q and a vertex angle 180° -a,-which is evidently the circle 
Q OPTShaving a diameter T 0, and circumscribed about the given 
triangle P Q S. If we denote the radius of this circle by r, we 
have 

T O  a R ·r = 2  - 2 sin a = -2·n
The centroids of our supposed pair of figures, angle and triangle, 

are therefore, if completely constructed, two circles, having the 
relative magnitude 1 :  2, of which the smaller rolls i n  the 
larger. The relative paths themselves are therefore trochoidal, the 
bypotrochoids for the rolling of r in R, becoming ellipses (Fig. 96), 
of which the one described by any point in the circumference of r 
has a semi-axis major equal to R, and a semi-axis minor equal to 
zero, and therefore conicides with the diameter of R. For the 
rolling of R upon r the point-paths are peri-trochoids, of which the 
common form is the cardioid. The common, curtate and prolate 
forms of these curves are shown in Figs. 96 and 97.13 The former 
of these cycloid problems was first treated-(although by no means 
completely)-so far as my knowledge goes, by the celebrated mathe
matician Cardano, in the sixteenth century.14 As I shall frequently 
have to refer again to this pair of circles I shall, for the sake of 
shortness, call them Cardanic circles. In the. figures actually 
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before us, the duangle and triangle, the relative motions correspond 
to certain parts only of that motion of the angle and triangle which 
would give us these centroids complete. The actual sequence of 
the motions of the pair is as follows : 

So long as the point P, Fig. 98, moves towards U, T is the vertex 
of the angle on the arms of which P Q moves, the diameter 
R = P_ Q = !'Q is the line T Q, and its half, V Q,the radius r,-

°sin a sin 60
so that the arc Q U belongs to the larger, and Q WP to the smaller 

° °Cardanic circle. Further, as L UT Q = 60 and L P V Q = 120 , 
the arc U Q is equal to the arc Q W P.  From U onwards P moves 
upon the chord U Q to W, and Q along the half chord V T,-this
tin1e Q has become the vertex of the angle along the arms of which 

:, 
Fxo. 97. F10. 98. 

P Q slides ;-Q U is the radius R and W Q the radius r, by which 
we obtain the arcs UT and Q VP. Proceeding from W, P moves 
next along the half chord W Q, while Q moves from T to P; U is 
now the vertex-angle, from which (with radius R) the arc Q T  is 
described, on which again the curve Q WP rolls. After these 
motions P has reached the position Q, and vice versa, and the 

°duangle has turned through an angle of 180 . "\Vith its further 
rotation through two right angles the curve-triangle Q UT makes 
another complete revolution, and the duangle P V Q W one and a 
half revolutions. Thus, when the duangle has returned to its 
original position, the instantaneous centre has twice traversed the 
three sides of Q UT, and three times the two sides of P VQ W,-
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continuous rolling having occurred between the two centroids.1 

These centroids we hav-e now found completely. They are (a) for 
the equilateral triangle an equilateral curve-triangle inscribed 
within it,-(b) for the duangle a simil� duangle, which has the 
minor axis of the first for its major axis, and which rolls in the 
centroid of the triangle. 

Point-paths of the Duangle relatively to the 
Equilateral Triangle. 

(Plates I and II.) 

The paths described by points in the duangle relatively to the 
triangle can now be completely determined; for we know the 
centroids of both figures, and can fix that of the triangle and set 
that of the duangle in motion upon it. .As these paths are formed 
by the rolling of one centroid upon another, they all belong to the 
class of curves known as roulettes. We have already deter-. 
mined the paths of two important points of the duangle, the points 
P and Q. These . points al ways belong to the smaller Cardanic 
circle, and so describe always parts of hypocycloids coincidi11g with 
portions of the diameter of the larger circle. These portions form, as 
has been already noticed, two coincident equilateral triangles, UT Q, 
Fig. 1 Plate I. All other points of the duangle describe necessarily 
arcs of prolate or curtate hypocycloids, which are, as we have 
mentioned, ellipses. All these prolate and curtate curves are 
known by the common nan1e of trochoids.13 We may therefore 
say that all the remaining points in the duangle have for their paths 
hypotrocboids, of which the equilateral triangle U T  Q is the 
foundation. As this triangle consists of six portions of hypocy
cloids,-so all the other point-paths must consist of s i x  hypotro
choidal arcs. The figures thus built up take very various forms 
with different positions of the describing point. Fig. 1 shows 
three of them external to the triangle. The describing points 
themselves lie upon the production of the minor axis Q P of the 
duangle, that is, of the major axis of the centroid Q m1, Pm2, and 
are numbered 1, 2, 3, commencing with the outermost point 4, which 

http:trochoids.13
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coincides with P. The figures are all three-cornered, and approach 
more and n1ore nearly the triangular form, which is that actually 
described by the point 4. In Fig. 2 the paths of three more points 
5, 6, and 7 are sho,vn on a larger scale ; the last of these is the 
centre },f of the duaugle. The path of 5 contains three loops ; in 
the case of point 6, ,vhich is so chosen as to coincide with the 
centre 1'£1 of the triangle A B 0, the loops have a common point of 
intersection. For any describing point bet,veen 6 and 7, the curves 
,vhich intersect at 1'£1 in the forn1er case open out, enclosing
bet,veen them a triangular space ; and lastly, point 7 gives the 
three loops fallen together into a continuous curve, which is the 
smallest curve which can be described by any point of the 
duangle. This curve is two-fold,-in a whole period, that is, 
the describing point passes twice through ]l,f; this can be seen by 
an exa1nination of the curve 6, the tangent to which twice turns 
through four right angles. 

If the describing point be taken further from P than 7 we 
siµiply obtain repetitions, in reverse order, of the curves already
described. 

By choosing describing points upon the major axis of the 
duangle we get a further series of curves, of which some ex
amples are shown in Plate II. Point 1 again gives us an 
elliptic triangle ; point 2, coinciding with the end Sof the axis, gives 
a three-cornered figure, bounded partly l)y straight lines and partly 
by elliptic arcs ; point 3 gives an elliptic triangle with concave 
sides, which is shown on a larger scale in Fig. 2. The point 4 
coincides with the end rn2 of the short axis of the smaller centroid. 
It describes the remarkable figu1·e No. 4 shown in Fig. 2, consisting 
of three circular arcs ( desc1·ibed by 1n2 as centre of the arc Pm. Q),

1and three (t'wofold) rectilinear continuations of them (described by 
rn2 as a point in the circumference of the arc Pm2Q). The 
point 5 gives a curve ,vith three loops, intersecting in the point 
jf1 ; point 6 gives a three-looped curve with an inner open tri
angular space, and point Jf as the centre gives again the curve 
sho,vn in Fig. 2 Plate I., and there marked 7. It is to be noted that 
the trochoidal triangles ,vhich form the paths of the points in the 
major axis are turned through an angle of 60° relatively to the 
point-paths of the minor axis. 

The paths of all points bet,veen these two axes lie between 
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§ 24. 

HIGHER PAIRS.-DUANGLE AND TRIANGLE. 

these two positions,-they are in general of an elliptical three-cornered 
form. Four of them are shown dotted in Plate II. and in
dicated by the numbers 1', 2', l", and 2". These figures are no 
longer symmetrical about their three axes, as the former were ;

16this can be specially seen from No. 2".

Point-paths of the Triangle relatively to the 
:. Duangle. , 

(Plates III. and IV.) 

To determine the point-paths of the triangle relatively to the 
duangle the latter must be fixed and the former set in motion 
The centroid, UT Q, Plate III. 1, then rolls upon the centroid, Pm-1 
Qm2• The figures described are formed of arcs of peri-trochoids. 
All describing points lying upon the rolling centroid here describe 
arcs of cardioids, as we have seen in connection with Fig. 97. 

It is at once noticeable how greatly these figures differ fron1 the 
former ones. This forms an illustration which exactly meets a 
mistake made by many former writers on this subject, that the 
inversion of such a pair of figures, although it produces the greatest 
alteration, in the manner of turning, does not alter the form of the 
point-paths.17 This circumstance has given me occasion to con
struct these pairs of elements, to which, otherwise, I cannot ascribe 
any particular use. 

The figures in Plate III., show the paths of points in the axis 
M A  of the triangle. The point 1 describes arounded oval, consist
ing, like all the other figures, of six peri-trochoidal arcs. Point ?, 
coinciding with the vertex A of the triangle, gives an oval with 
concave sides, as does also point 3 ; the path of point 4 consists 
of two simple cardioids joined in the points m1 and m2 of the 
stationary centroids. The path of 4 is repeated in Fig. 2 upon a 
larger scale. The paths of 5 and 6 each have two loops, which 
in 7 fall together into one oval curve. Point 7 itself coincides 
with the centre point M1 of the triangle A B C, and it must be noted 

http:point-paths.17
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that its path is really three-fold ; that is, is traversed thrice in 

each period by the point lrf1. This can be recognised from the 
looped paths 5 and 6, the tangents to which turn three times 
through four right angles. The path 1 is also remarkable, for the 
three homologous points 1, l', and 1" lie continually in it, so that 
complete restraint occurs, as in Fig. 59. 

Plate IV. shows the further point-paths obtained by choosing 
points in the line Jf1 Q, or (what is the same thing) in the lines 
M1 T or .1lf1 U. It is seen at once that the principal axis of the 
figures is no,v turned through 90h° , and also that the loops form 
themselves about an axis perpendicular to the original one. The 
curve T S (Fig. 1) and its symmetrical repetitions are characteristic,
-the former is the circular arc described by the centre T of the 
rolling curve UQ. 

If describing points be taken upon radii lying between A M1 and 
T]Jfl' paths are obtained ,vhich are not, as before, symmetrical
about t,vo axes. It has not been thought necessary to give ex
amples of these ; their nature will be made sufficiently clear by the 
analogy of the paths 1', 2', &c. in Plate II. 

"\Ve have found that the point-paths of the pairs of elementswhich 
,ve have considered possess extraordinary variety of form,-they can, 
ho\vever, be somewhat systematised by the use of a method and 
nou�enclature similar to that employed for trochoidal curves. Our 
curves form themselves into two series, corresponding to the fixing
of one or the other element, and each series divides itself into 
groups according to the position of the line on which its describing 
points are taken. The paths of points in the centroids themselves, 
-as, e.g., the triangle U T  Q, Plate I. 1, the three-cornered paths of 
the point m2 in Plate II. 2, &c.-are specially characteristic. These 
paths may be called the common form of the roulettes concerned,
as in the ca.�e of the cycloid. By the same analogy we may
call all paths of points which lie beyond or within the rolling
centroids, curtate or prolate point-paths respectively. Among
the last, one is specially characteristic, and common to all groups of 
point-paths,- the path of the centre point of the moving centroid, 
M in Plates I. and I L, M1 in Plates III. and IV. This roulette is 
always the smallest of its series ; the point-paths concentrate them
selves upon it as the path of the point relatively nearest to the cen
troidal curve itself, just as a circle concentrates itself upon its centre 
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point when its radius is diminished to zero ;-this form we may 
therefore call the concentral form of the common point-path. 

Further, those roulettes also are noticeable which pass through the 
middle point of the whole series of curves, as No. 6 in Plate I., 2. 
These roulettes we shall call homocen tral .  In our example they 
take a series of forms of which some are shown in the second figures 
of Plates I. to IV. It must be noticed that homocentral point-paths 
can only be described by those points which, as the moving centroid 
revolves, pass through the centre of the stationary centroid ; or con
versely by those points through ,vhich the centre of the stationary 
centroid might pass if the pair were inverted. Such points are, how
ever, only those of the concentral point-paths. In other words 
-the points of con central point-paths describe homocentral 
point-paths if the pair  be inverted. Thus the homocentral 
curves 6, Plate I., 2, and 5, Plate II., 2, are described by points in the 
concentral curve M., of Plates III., 2 and IV., 2. The points of the 
concentral curves which have been used can easily be seen from 
the figures. 

This way of looking at the curves may also be extended to the 
examination of trocboids,-which, indeed, we should actually obtain 
if the centroids of the pair of elements were circles. Here the 
concentral roulettes would be the circles described by the centres 
of the rolling circles, and the homocentral paths those star-shaped 
figures which are described by points in the circumference of a 
circle concentric with the rolling circle, and having a radius equal 
to the difference between the radii of the two centroids.18 

§ 25. 

Figures of Constant Breadth. 

The conclusions of § 21 lead us synthetically to a series of other 
pairs of elements, of which we may examine a few here. Ifupon any 
plane figure two parallel tangents be laid, as A B and C JJ, Fig. 99, 
the distance between them, c, measures the extension of the 
figure in the direction of the normals of restraint. This extension 
may be called the bread th of the figure,-in general, it is not con
stant for the same figure. There are figures, however, in which the 
breadth is constant ; in which, that is, all pairs of parallel tangents 

K K 
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on opposite sides are at the same distance apart. The circle gives 
us a familiar example of this. If on any figure having this property 
we place two pairs of the restraining tangents supposed, they 
touch it in four points and completely restrain it--as was shown 
in § 18-from sliding. This restraint, ho,vever, does not prevent 
the turning of the figure, and this turning may be so arranged that 
it can take place about one point only. That this may be the case 
the normals to the four points of restraint must intersect in that point
-the opposite normals, that is to say, must coincide, as in Fig. 100,
where the normal on a passes through c, and that on b through d. 

D 

a 
I 

c- ---··------ �- ------- -
I 
I 
I 

B 

C------ 0--------

'h 
\' 

ll D 

F10. 99. Fro. 100. 

Then, the breadth of the figure being constant, the restraint is un
interrupted or continuous for all alterations of its position within the 
four tangents, from which it follows (see § 21) that the normals 
always intersect in one point. This shows that figures of constant 
breadth have the property that on any radius there lies not only
the centre of curvature of the element of the circumference to 
which that radius belongs, but also the centre of curvature for the 
opposite element. The four tangents enclose a square, or more 
genetally a rhombus, as A B OIJ. The foregoing shows also that 
every figure of constant breadth can b e  constrained i n  
such a rhombus, so that from it and the rhombus a pair of 
elen1ents may be formed. 
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§ 26. 

Higher Pairs of Elements.-Equilateral Curve. 
Triangle and Rhombus. 

Figures of constant breadth can easily be constructed of circular 
arcs. If from the corners of an equilateral triangle P Q R, Fig.o101, 
arcs be drawn with radii equal to the length of one of the sides, 
'\\'e obtain a figure which we may call an equilateral curve
triangle. This has everywhere a breadth equal to the side P Q, 
so that it can be constrained in a square or rhombus A BOD, the 
distance between whose opposite sides is P Q. In the square the 
normals intersect at right angles, in the rhombus obliquely. If we 

'
' 

FIG. 101. 

. 
take these figures as cross sections for cylinders, and give to the latter 
such profiles as will prevent end-long sliding, ,ve have constructed 
a higher pair of elements. 

We may examine the centroids of these figures,-taking first 
that of the square. In Fig. 102 the instantaneous centre of 
motion is the point 0, which in the position shown in the figure 
falls upon the vertical bisector R 0, of the square, and is also 
the centre of one side of the triangle. Let the curve-triangle 
n1ake L. H. rotation about this point. Its corner P then slides 
downwards along the side A. D, while R moves to the right along 
D 0. The normals from P and R always intersect at right angles, 
so that the locus of the instantaneous centre is that of the 
vertex of a right-angled triangle, of which the ends of the 
hypothenus.e slide upon the arms (D A and D G) of a right angle. 
0 is thus always the corner of a rectangle P DR O,of which the 

K 2 
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diagonal (0 D) is constant aud is equal to P R. The locus of 0, 
or centroid, is therefore a circular arc having D for its centre and 
P R = P Q = A B = the length of the side of the square, for its 
radius. The centre continues in this curve until R has arrived at 
the same distance from C at ,vhich P is sho,vn from .A in the figure 
-i.e., up to the point 2. The chord P Q then slides in the same 
way on A Band A D, giving the arc 2, 3, similar to the former one, as 
the continuation of the centroid, in the same way the arc 3, 4 is 
obtained, and lastly the arc 4, 1. The centroid for the square is 
therefore a curve-square having for its sides four circular 
arcs dra,vn from the four corners of the square ,vith radii 
equal to its  sides. 

To find the centroid of the triangle we invert the pair,-that is, 
imagine the triangle stationary and the square moving upon it. The 

centroid is then the locus of the 
A =s;:<"=-::---=====:;::c==-=-7R vertex O of a right angled triangle rn

--- -�· Q having its hypothenuse=P R, i.e. 
'. a circle with the diameter PR 

1 described from its middle point 
f' 3'. The arc of this circle which 

forms part of the centroid ends at 
2', the middle point of the side 
QR. Then follows the similar 
curve 2' 3', and lastly,--returning 
to 0,-the similar curve 3' 1. 

__;;:=-.ic Hence the centroid of the curve-D'---.::;;.;.____;:,,iii;____ 

R triangle is itself a curve-
F10. 102. triangle, and i s  equilateral, 

its  sides being arcs described from the centres of the 
sides P Q, · Q R, and R P,  and having radii equal to  half 
their length.

As the one figure rolls relatively to the other, the curve 1.2' rolls 
on 1.2, then 2'.3' on 2.3,-3'.1 on 3.4, and so on. In order again 
to reach its initial position the instantaneous centre must traverse 
equal distances on both centroids,-must therefore traverse the 
three sides of the curve-triangle four times, and the four sides of 
the curve square three times. For each completed rolling of the 
former on its three sides the element to which it belongs turns 

°through an angle of 90 relatively to the square, so that after the 
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first revolution its corner 1 comes to the point 4, after the second 
to 3, after the third to 2, and after the fourth back again to 1. 

§ 27. 

Paths of Points of the Curve-Triangle relatively to 
the Sq:a-are. 

(Plates V. and VI.) 

The point-paths of this pair have, as follows from the nature of 
their centroids, a close relationship to those of the pair shown in 
Plates I. to IV. All paths of points of the curve-triangle relatively to 
the square consist of arcs of h;ypocycloids or hypotrochoids, which are 
in this case ellipses,-while all point-paths of the square relatively 
to the triangle consist of arcs of peri-trochoids (including the 
special case of cardioids, as on p. 123). Let us first suppose the 
square fixed and the triangle in motion. 

Plate V. shows a series of point-paths for which the describing 
points lie upon a line drawn from the centre M of the triangle per
pendicular to the chord P Q. Point 1 gives a four-sided figure 
composed of elliptic arcs, its corners beiug elliptically rounded off 
by a pair of similar arcs having a common tangent ; at 1 for instance 
one of these is given by the rolling of m1m2 on 0401, and the other 
by the rolling of 1n1m3 on 0403. "\Vhen m2 reaches Oi, m2m3 
begins to roll on 0102. The point 1 is however so chosen that 1n11 is 
equal to the radius of the curves of the centroid ni11n2m3, and being 
therefore upon the circumference of the smaller Cardanic circle, 
it describes a straight line. Thus the portions of the point-paths 
passing through A and B,-the centres of the greater Cardanic 
circles 0

2
0

3 
and 0

2
0

1 ;-are straight lines,-or more strictly, are 
elliptic arcs ,vhich have become straight lines. The continuation 
of the curve can easily be understood. It is completed when.each 
side of the centroid m1ni2m3 has rolled on each side of the 
centroid 0102 0304, and consists therefore of twelve (four times 
three) separate arcs. 

The point 2 describes a four-cornered figure with slightly concave 
sides, and the point 3 a similar figure in which the concavity is 
inore distinct ; in both cases all the curves are elliptic. The end 
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point uiv fourth in the series of describing points, describes imme
diately right and left from O

4 
straight lines directed towards the 

centres C and D of the base circles O401 and O403, like the straight 
lines 0 ni and 03 from the homologous points m and m

3 ; joining1 2 m3 2 

each pair of straight lines is a circular arc described by the centre 
of the circle m21n

3 
rolling in 0102, m

3
1n

1 
in 0203, etc. This 

point-path is the common form for this series of curves. 
The fifth point describes a four-cornered figure of elliptic arcs, in 

,vhich loops make their appearance. This figure is shown on a 
doubled scale in Plate V., 2. In the point-path of 6 the loops have 
separated and intersect each other, while with point 7, which is the 
centre M itself, the loops run over each other in a dumpy figure 
,vhich in each period, or whole revolution of the element, traverses 
M three times. (See § 23). The centre frf

1 of the square is also the 
centre of this point-:path, which is the smallest of those which can 
be obtained by the motion of the curve triangle, or what we have 
called the concentral form of its point-path. 

Plate VI. shows curves described by points on the prolongation 
through 1.l/1 

of the line on which were the points just considered. · 
Point 1 gives us a four-cornered figure consisting of elliptic arcs
point 2 a straight-sided quadrilateral, covering part of the square 
ABC D, but having elliptically rounded corners ;-the points 3 and 
4 elliptic quadrilaterals with concave sides. The last figure is shown 
to double the scale in Fig. 2 ; within it is the path for the point 5, 
which being a point upon the centroid gives us again a common 
form for this series of curves ;-it consists of four elliptic arcs 
,vith tangential pro1ongations at each cusp. The path 6 is described 
by the point ,vhich in Plate VI., 1, coincides with the centre point 
M of the square ;-it is therefore the homocentral form of this series 
of curves ; the point lif, lastly, again gives us the concentral 
curve 7. 

The point-paths l', 2', and 3', shown in dotted lines, are examples 
of those described by points ,vhich do not lie in either of the three 
principal axes of the centroid. 
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§ 28. 

Paths described by Points of the Square relatively 
to the Curve-triangle. 

(Plates VII. and VIII.) 
Let now the triangle P Q R be fixed, and the square A B a D 

moved upon it. In Plate VII., six paths described by points upon 
the line M 04 are shown. Nos. 1 and 2 give curtate roulettes built 
up of peri-trochoidal arcs,-No. 3 is the common form of the 
curve, No. 4 a prolate curve. This is repeated on a double scale 
in Fig. 2. No. 5 � the homocentral, No. 6 the concentral curve. 
The last resembles a circle very closely, but consists of peri-tro
choidal arcs ·which so cover one another that the curve is four
fold,-being traversed by its describing point four times in every 
period. 

The curves 1' and 2' belong to points in a line lying between two 
principal axes, the first is a curtate, the second a prolate roulette. 

Plate VIII. sho"·s seven roulettes corresponding to points on the 
line M1 .B. Nos. 1, 2, and 3 are curtate roulettes, No. 4 the 
common form of the series, Nos. 5 and 6 prolate roulettes, No. 7 
the concentral form, the same as No. 6 in Plate VII., 2. 

§ 29. 

Higher Pairs of Elements :-other Curved Figures 
of Constant Breadth. 

(Plates IX. to XIII.) 

'.iVe found in § 25 that every figure of constant breadth can be 
constrained in a circumscribed rhombus, so that a pair of elements 
1nay be made from it and the rhombus. Eight examples of such 
pairs are given in Plates IX. to XIII.,-they are chosen as specially 
suited for showing the extraordinary variety of constrained motions 
to which this proposition leads us.e. On account, however, of the 
completeness with ,vhich we have examined the pairs already 
considered we shall be able to dismiss these more shortly. 

In Plate IX. we have the already known equilateral curve-triangle 
enclosed in a rhon1bus ,vith angles of 60° and 120° . The form of 
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the centroids here differs very greatly from that of the centroids 
in Plates V. to VIII. The centroid for the curve-triangle is a three
rayed figure, built up of three circular arcs of a radius C Q = CR = 
half the length of the side of the rhombus ;-the centroid of the 
rhombus is an equilateral duangle, its sides arcs described with 
the radius BA = B C =  the side of the rhombus ;-or twice the 
magnitude of the radius with which the sides of the first figure 
were described. The centroids are therefore again arcs of Cardanic 
circles, and the point-paths built up of trochoidal arcs. 

Some of the paths described by points of the triangle relatively
to the rhombus are given. Point I, on the centre of the perpen
dicular A Q to one of the sides of the rhombus, gives a figure
symmetrical about two axes, and resembling in profile a double
headed rail ;-the centre, II, of the triangle' describes its concen
tral point-path, which is nothing else than the diameter E F, of the 
duangle-(in the direction JJ B)-this line being traversed three 
times in each whole period. This concentral point-path coincides 
with the homocentral,-and is at the same time (as the path of a 
point on the centroid) a common form of the curve. The point
path I' is a curtate roulette of the rhombus ; the point-path II" is 
a prolate roulette for the same figure. Every point in the diameter 
E F describes a homocentral curve in thP, curve-triangle ;-one of 
these-that corresponding to the points E and F-is given. The 
variety of the forms here taken by the roulettes shows that it is 
impossible to draw conclusions from analogy alone as to the general
character of the forms of any series of point-paths; 

Plate X. 1. Equilateral ·curve-pentagon in  Square.-The 
curve pentagon is constructed by describing arcs of circles having 
a radius equal to the diagonal about each of the corners of a regular 
pentagon, and a figure of constant breadth is thus obtained. The 
centroids are :�for the square .A B OJJ the four-cornered figure 1' 2' 
3' 4', consisting of arcs of circles having the corners of the square 
for their centres and t�e side length P Q of the pentagon for 
radius ;-for the pentagon another equilateral curve-pentagon,
described with radii equal to the half side-length of the pentagon
from the centres m1, m2, m81 1n41 111:s of its sides. The centroid of the 
square rolls within that of the pentagon, and in every period
each side of the one centroid must roll upon every side of the 
other, so that the instantaneous centre traverses the one five times 
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and the other four ti1nes in each period. The point-path marke<l 
I is described by the pentagon n1oving relatively to the square 
and is (the <lescribing point lying beyond the centroid) a curtate 
curve ; the I' is also a curtate roulette, it is however described 
by a point of the square moving relatively to the pentagon. 

Plate X.,2. Heart-shaped figure, made up  of f ive  circular 
a res, in sq uare.-P S Q is an isosceles triangle with vertex angle 
PS Q = 53° . The arcs P Q, S T, and SR are described from S, Q, 
and P with a radius equal to the side A B of the square,-the arcs 
T P and QR from th1� intersection Jf of the lines P R  and Q T, with 
radii equal to half the side of the square. The figure has therefore 
the constant breadth A B. The centroids for figures of these pro
portions are : for the curved figure a duangle 1.2 not equilateral ; 
for the sqnare an eight-rayed star of curves of different radii. The 
arcs of the centroids which roll upou each other helong al,vays to 
Cardanic circles. Two point-paths I and I' are shown. The 
roulettes in their common form,-described by the corners 1 and 2 
of the duangle ( centroid) are specially characteristic. They are 
squares having for their corners the points 1' 3' 5' 7' and 2' 4' 6' 8'.19 

Plate XI. Isosceles curve-triangle i n  rhombus.-Upon an 
°isosceles triangle 1 S 2, havi11g a vertex angle < 60 , the circular arcs 

S Tand S R, having radii 82  and S l, are drawn to their intersec-
. tions T and R with 1.2 produced ;-from the same centres, and "'ith 
radii 1 T and 2 R, the arcs T P and R Q are dra\vn until they
intersect in P and Q the sides S l and S 2 of the triangle produced ; 
lastly, P and Q are united by a circular arc drawn from the centre 
S. The figure thus inclosed has the constant breadth Q S. It is 

°here paired ,vith a rhombus having angles of 60 and 120 ° . The 
centroids are somewhat complex, but consist as before of ares of 
Cardanic circles, the centroid of the triangle having four such 
arcs, that of the rhom bns eight. Two poiut-paths I and I', be
longing respectively to the triangle and the rhombus, are shown. 

I'late XII., I ,  sho,vs another curve-triangle in a rhombus. 'l'he 
forn1er is equilateral as in Fig. 1, but the radii of its sides (which are 
as before arc� described from the three corners P QR) are some,vhat 
longer than the sides of the triangle,-and the corners are rounded off 
with radii equal to this excess of length. The motion which occurs 
is exactly the same as would be given by a pair consisting of the dotted curve-triangle P Q R  of the normal form and the enveloping 

LK 
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rhombus 01020304• The rho1ubus is dra,vn with angles of 76o° and 
104o° instead of 60o° and 120o° as before. This difference makes a 
notable alteration in the centroids, which resemble those of Plate 
IX. with the corners removed. The nature of the changes of form 
in the point-paths from those obtained before can thus be readily 
traced. 

Plates XII., 2, and XIII. show three more pairs constructed 
analogously to those we have already examined. The first of these 
is remarkable, both on account of the regularity of its centroids and 
because the end points 1 and 2 of the smaller centroid again describe 
squares. The curved element in Plate XIII., 1, is formed like that 
in Plate XI., but with a smaller vertex angle at H; that in Plate 
XIII., 2, is similar to the one in Plate X., 2. The difference 
between the centroids in ]figs. 3 and 8 is very remarkable. The 
manner in ,vhich the one centroid rolls upon the other is indicated 
as distinctly as has been possible by the numerals. These examples 

. show clearly the multitude of motions ,vhich can be obtained by 
means of the higher pairs, and show at the same time how ,vonder
fully the use of centroids simplifies the comprehension of these 
co1nplicated rnotions. · 

§ 30. 

General Determination of Profiles of Elements for · 
a. given Motion. 

The forms of the pairs of elements considered in the foregoing 
investigation were found synthetically ;-starting from the generi;l 
solution of the problem of restraint we built up constrained pairs in 
accordance with its conditions, and afterwards ascertained their 
relative motions by the construction of their centroids .o. This latter 
part of our investigation was again analytical It furnishes us 
however with the rneans of solving a further synthetical problem, 
-the construct.ion, namely, of pairs of elements for  a given 
motion,-i.e. for given centroids. For the forms which we found 
necessary for the continuous reciprocal restraint of the elements 
are reciprocally envelopes for one relative motion, and for that one 
only "'hich is determined by the centroids. We have chosen 
hitherto forms conditioned only by the property of reciprocal 
restraint, and have from them deter1nined their centroids. We 
may now reverse the problem, by assuming the centroids as given 
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and determining by their means the reciprocally restraining figures. 
This problem is the one which occurs by far the most often in con
nection with machine design, and has frequently to be solveu both 
for simple and for complex motions. 

\Ve shall here sin1ply indicate the general methods of procedure in 
this case. These are very ntunerous, but ad1nit of being classed under 
the seven headings examined in the follo,ving paragraphs, in ,vhich 
we shall consider cylindric rolling onlY: in the first place.* 

§ 31. 

First Method. -Determination of the Profile of one 
Element, that of the other being arbitrarily 

assumed. 

If the profile of one element of a pair of ''"hich the centroids 
are kno,vn be arbitrarily assun1ed, the centroid of the unkno,vn 
element may be brought to rest, and that of the assun1ed one rolled 

* The following note may make clearer to son1e readers the nature of the. problems
treated by Prof. Reuleaux in §§ 31-37. Let A 
and B be any two centroids, and lt a' and b b' 

A the profiles of bodies whose relative motions 
the centroids represent. It is required so to 
forn1 these profiles that during the rolling of 
the centroids they shall remain continuously 
in contact. The necessary conditil)n for this 
ma.y be thus shown. Let O be the point ot 

��� contact of the centroids, and let the two yiro
filcs be touching at a ;  draw their common tan
gent tt', join O a and draw T T  perpendicular to 
iL. Then suppose B fixed, and A free to roll upon 
it. The instantaneous motion of the point ci 

can only take })lace ubont Urn instantaneous centre 0, that is iu the direction T 1'' 

perpendicular to O a, But if a move toward:; T' it leaves the profile b, while it 
cannot move towards T because the point b restrains motion in that direction. Hence 
the assumed profiles a a' and b b', in no way fulfil the requirements of the problem.
The! show very clearly, however, the condition necessary for this fulfilment, for it is 
?bv1ous that the point a, moving about 0, can remain in contact with b only
1f the tangent t t/ to that profile coincide with the line T T'. 0 a is normal to T T' 
by construction,-we may therefore express the condition generally by saying :
i n  o r d e r  t h a t  t w o  e l em e n t s  m a y  r e m a i n  i n  c o n t a c t  d u r i n <r  
t h e  r o l l i n g  o f  t h e i r  c e n tr o i d s  t h �  n o r m al t o  t h e  c om m o �  
t a n g e n t  o f  t h e i r  p ro f i l e s  m u st  a l w a y s  p a s s  t h r o u g h  t h e  i n
s t  a n  t a n  e o u s  c e n t r e, o r  p o i n  t o f  c o  n t a c t  of t h e  c e n  t r  o i d s. J t 
must be remembered that (except in one special case), the profiles themseh·es do not 
roll upon one another, but slip or grind to a greater or less extent. 

T 

B 
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upon it,-any number of consecutive positions of the latter rr1ay be 
dra,vn, and a curve enveloping these, if rigidly connected to the 
stationary centroid, givesn- a figure ,vith which the kno,vn elernent 
remains in continuous contact during its motion. Such a figure 
,vill serve as the profile of the stationary element, if it can be 
provided with a sufficient number of points of restraint. This 
1uay readily happen, indeed the figure may have even n1ore such 
points than are necessary. In these cases only such portions of 
the . ng-nre need be constructed as suffice to make the restraint 
continuous. ,ve have seen this in the case of the curve-triangle
and square, and also with the duangle and triangle, where the 
enveloping curves were not drawn in the corners of the square and 
triangle, their on1ission not affecting the restraint. The method is 
therefore available ;-we must examine the manner in which it can 
be practically carried out. 

If .A and B (Fig. 103) be the two given centroids, and a b  the 
assumed profile of the element corresponding to A, then if any
point, as b, of the assumed profile be also a point in the centroid, 
the corresponding point of contact O of the centroid B gives
at once one point in the profile to be found. In order to deter
mine a second point in it,-that for instance which shall 
correspond to a,-let a normal a c be drawn to the given profile at 
a. It cuts the corresponding centroid A in c. Jf we roll the 
centroid B upon A until c becomes the point of contact1-i.e. the 
instantaneous centre,-then a must be the point of contact of the 
profiles, and a ,vhich ,ve c1 

may call the central distance 
of a, must be the common 
distance of the two touching 
profile points from the con- � 
tact points of their respective
centroids. The distance at 
,vhich the l)Oint of the cen-

,troid B originally at O must ,, ,then be from a can at once be 
I

, 
seen when Bis in the position F10. 103. 

b1 c (in which contact occurs 
at c) ; it is simply a b1, the centroidal arc b1 c being = b r.. If 
now w�e have b c1 = b1 c = b c, and describe from c1 with 

I
J
• 
I 

I
I 
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radius = the central dis�nce c a, and from b with radius = b
1 

a arcs 
of circles, the intersection of these gives us the required profile
point, ar In this way the profile a

1 
b • • • can be €:Xactly deter-

mined point by point. If great 
accuracy be not required the 
following approximate method 
(by Poncelet), can be used. 

I 
Erect normals in a sufficient 
numbe, of points a, c, e • • • of 
the assumed profile, and con
tinue these to their intersections 

1<'10. 104. b, d,f • • .  with the correspond-
ing centroid. Find the coITe

sponding points b1, d1, /
1 • •  on the centroid B, and describe from 

them circular arcs with radii equal to the central distances a b, c d, 

a 

/ At 

n 

Ba 
FIG. 105. 

e f, etc. ; a curYe enveloping these arcs gives a near approximation 
to the required profile. 

The foregoing method in its application to spur-wheels is 
known in Germany as the " general method " of drawing teeth, 
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(allgerneine v�erzahnung). In this case the centroids are commonly
circles, which renders some simplification possible. The following 
is the way in which I have used* this method for the construction 
of wheel-teeth upon circular centroids. 

In Fig. 105 a c O e g is the given profile, A the corresponding 
centroid drawn about the centre A1 ; B is the centroid, drawn about 
B1, of the element whose profile is to be found. After drawing 
the normal a b  to any point ci in the profile we must next find 
the position in which a will be when it itself becomes the point of 
contact with the as yet unkno,vn profile, for which purpose we may 
suppose both centroids to be turning about their centres A1 and B1, 

assumed to be fixed points in the plane of the paper. The point of 
contact 1 lies necessarily at the intersection of a circle described 
about A1 with a radius A1 a, ,vith a second circle described about 
the instantaneous centre O with the central distance b a, for at the 
moment of contact the normal a b must pass through 0. B has 
meanwhile turned through an arc O b1 = 0 b. The new profile point 
a1 which corresponds to a must therefore be at the intersection of a 
circle drawn from B1 with radius B1 l with another circle drawn from 
b1 with radius O I. In the same way the points of contact 2, 3, 4 . . 
and the corresponding points c1, ei, g1 . . . in the profile, can be 
found. The series of points 1, 2, 3, 4 .h. .  give us the line of 
conta0t, or locus of _all the successive points of contact of the two 
profiles. The line joining the point of contact with the instantaneous 
centre O is for each instant both the direction of rei.::.traint, and the 
direction of the pressure between the two profiles. 

The method of which we have here given three applications
fnrnishes an immense variety of profile forms, among them many 
which are of little or no practical use. Those curves especially ,vhich 
contain cusps or loops, or fol m contracted spirals etc.,-(see Fig. 
106)-are commonly unsuitable ;  they are not useful although
they �re geometrically correct,- __.
f 1u fill1ng the required conditions , 
as to continuous restraint in mo-

•y 
J _

0 
tions detern1ined by the given Fio. 106. 
pair of centroids. If the applica-
tion of this method furnish us in any case with such impracticable 
profile-curves it becomes necessary to choose some more suitable 

* Published first in D,r Constructeur, 2nd Ed. 1865. 
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form for the assumed profile,-procceding thus by trial. Absolute 
freedom in the choice of the form of the first profile is to this extent 
limited, and a further limitation arises from the fact that such 
curves as have normals which cut the centroid at the point of con
tact at too great an angle (as e.g. the normal 01 in Fig. 105) are not 
suitable for the profile, for ,vith these most injurious . friction will 
occur, if not complete "jamming." Those parts of profiles, lastly,
\vhoi:;e norn1als do not pass through the centroid, and therefore 
cannot he nor1nals of restraint, are entirely unusable. Thus in the 
e1np1oyment of this 111ethod in Applied Kinematics a number of 
unsuitable and unusable forn1s n1ust be withdra,vn fron1 those ,vhich 
can be used for the (other\vise) arbitrarily chosen form of the 
assumed profile. 

Second Method.-Au.xiliary Centroids. 

The method just described gives the profile of a single element 
only ; by that ,vhich \Ve hav� now to examine the tv;ro profile forms 
possessing the required property of continuousn· restraint are 
determined at the same time. 

Let A and B-Fig. 107-be again the pair of centroids in contact 
at 0. If any third curve O touch A and B at the same point, and 
roll with them as they roll, the three curves will always have a 
common point of contact, and that point will always be the instan
taneous centre. Then any point D fixed to O describes a roulette 
relatively to each of the centroids A and B. The two curves thus 
obtained,-a n . . . and b n . . . .have in any positic;in a common 
point, as n, and also a comn1on normal, as D 0. They may there· fore serve as profiles for elements,-for their common normal always 
passes through the point of contact of the centroids. Their practical 
usefulness depends on the same conditions as those mentioned in 
the last section. 

The centroid 0, by the help of which we have obtained the 
profiles, we may call an auxiliary centroid. If the describing 
point D be taken on this curve or within it, the roulettes obtained 
remain al,vays upon one side of the primary centroid to which they 
belong ; there is then always space upon the opposite side of the same 
curve to construct similarly another pair of roulette profiles. The 
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,vhole procedure may therefore be there repeated,-a second 
auxiliary centroid, similar or dissimilar to the first, being employed 
to give the two ne\v profiles c and d-:Fig. 108. 

If the describing points are points upon the auxiliary centroids, 
all the roulettes must extend to the primary centroids,-we can 
therefore join the profiles a and c, and also the profiles b and d, 
into one piece. Then by repeating the process for a number of 
positions on each of the centroids ,ve can obtain profiles ,vhich 
may serve as those of tooth-forn1ed projections upon the element 
to ,vhich they belong. A regular series of such projections with 

F10. lOi. FIG. 108.:

corresponding hollo,vs bet,veen them gives us the familiar spur
wheel. The portion of the centroid lying between homologous 

, 
points of two consecutive teeth is there called the pitch, and the 
centroid itself is the pitch-line, or if circular the pitch-circle. 
Circles ("edescribing " circles) are used as the auxiliary centroids. 
The teeth must carry such portions of the roulette profiles that 
the restraint is never interrupted ; such portions must be at least 
so large that the restraint by each tooth lasts w bile the centroids 
roll through a distance equal to the pitche; the contact between each 
pair of teeth, in other ,vords, must continue for at least this 
period. 

,vith spur-,vhee]s or toothed-wheels having cylindric axoids it 
n1ay be further required that all ,vhcels of the same pitch should 

· gear with each other, that is that their tooth-profiles should com-
1nunicate a n1otion to which the corresponding centroids (pitch 
lines) are circ�lar.* Wheels so arranged we may call Set

* If wrongly formed profiles be set to work with each other the motion of the 
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wheels ;* any pair of them, equally pitched, will gear truly together. 
Willist appears to have been the first to point out both ·this problemh. 
and its solution. Looking at it from the general point of view 
which we have here reached, it is evident that the solution of the 
problen1 is the use of similar auxiliary centroids for those shown 
on opposite sides of the primary centroids in Fig. 108. 

The delineation of wheel-teeth very early led geometricians to 
the use of roulettes as profiles of elements. Camus laid down its 
fundamental principles very clearly in 173:3 in a little-known 
treatise, as Willis has shown.20 

Camus' predecessor, De la Hire, had apparently used this method 
before him, and he himself refers to the still earlier Desargues t 
(1593-1662) as having used epicycloidal teeth, and thus preceded 
by many years Romer (1664-1710), so often mentioned as their 
inventor. 

In the distinctness and completeness of its results, this method of 
forming element profiles by roulettes greatly excels the method 
first described, which indeed, in a certain sense, it includes. :For 
we may conceive of the assumed profile of the first method as 
having been itself found by means of an auxiliary centroid. The 
second profile then becomes a roulette dra,vn by the same curve, 
which thus may be considered as actually the describing curve of 
the profiles, although it has not itself been drawn. 

De la Hire also enuuciated the general proposition as to the 
describing of roulettes which we are here applying; and which is of 
so great importance in Kinematics ; and it is to the same geome
trician that we owe their name.21 The methods and propositions 
re]ating to them have hitherto hardly received their due deve]op
ment. The delineation of the auxiliary cent-roid in the method of 
§ 31 is interesting-but not uecessary,-the method itself is prac
tically useful chiefly where a single result is all that is required. 

bodies to which they belong will have different centroids frotn those oli!tlnally 
assumed. Thus in the special case mentioned above, if the wheel teeth btl not° of the 
right shape, the wheels wiU not have a constant, but a varying angular velocity ratio. 
Their centroids will therefore no longer be circles, but irregular figures 1nore or less 
nearly resembling them. 

* I cannot find that any.name bas hitherto been used for them in this country. In 

Germany they are called S a t z  - r a d  er. 
t Trans. of Inst of Civil Engineers, 1837, vol. ii. p. 91. 
::: Chasles, Geschichte der Geometrie, p. 83. (Sobncke.) 

http:shown.20
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§ 33. 

Third Method.-Pro:flles described by Secondary 
Centroids. 

We have already mentioned (§ 9) the employment of secondary
centroids instead of the original primaries, and have found that by
their means problems which otherwise contained some difficulties 
could be easily solved,-that in certain cases ,ve could use 
the secondary centroids interchangeably with the principal ones. 
Among these secondary cen
troids one class especially is 
useful in the delineation of 
element profiles. This class 

/consists of those in which 
two curves and their tan
gent are used to represent 
the motion. Such centroids 
are obtained if through a 
sufficient number of points
in the two primary centroids 
we draw a series of secants 
making a constant angle to 
the tangents at the points 
through which they are 
drawn ;-these secants enve
lope a pair of curves which, 
touched by a line rolling 
upon them, form together FIG. 109. 
with it secondary centroids. 
If for example O and D be the cent.res of curvature for the 

portions of the centroids touching at 0, the ratio i � of the 

perpendiculars is equal to that C O into which the point U divides 
UJJ

the line of centres ; for any very small motion of the line E F, 
therefore, the same · small angular motion occurs as if the primary 
centroids were rolling on each other. If now any point P in the 
straight line describe a curve relatively to A and anothel' upon 
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B,-· a P and b P in Fig. 109 - these must by construction have 
a co1nmon normal passing through the instantaneous centre-the 
describing line E F itself. Thus the two· curves may serve as 
portions of profiles fur the pair of ele1nents ,vhich it is desired to 
construct. In the special case in ,vhich the primary centroids 
A and B are circular, the secondaries E and l!' are circles also, 
and the profile-curves a P and b P are involutes of those circles. 
This gives in spur-,vheels the involute teeth ,vhich have been 
son1etimes en1ployed. Set-wheels can be n1ade by making the 
angle F O ])  constant for the ,vhole series of wheels. 

The profile-curves a P and ·b J> are in this case roulettes obtained 
by rolling a straight line upon the two curves E and F. It must, 
ho,vever, be possible to describe them, as in the former case, as 
roulettes upon the pri1nary centroids .A. and B. For circular cen
troids the auxiliary curve by rolling which upon .A and B the 
involutes a P and b P can be :respectively obtained is a logarithmic 
spiral.* If the middle curve of the tlu·ce secondary centroids be 
not a straight line, the roulettes described by its points have not a 
common normal passing through the point of contact, and therefore 
are unsuitable for the profiles of elements. 

§ 34. 

Fourth Method.-Point-paths of Elements used as 
Profiles. 

The auxiliary centroids employed in the second of the methods 
· which we have discussed may take the most various forms. A 
special case occurs when the auxiliary centroid coincides ,vith one 
of the primaries. Here it no longer describes a curve in the latter, 
but each point in it describes there ou e other point only ;
relatively to the other centroid, ho\\'ever, it describes some point
path. If the latter be taken as the profile of an element, the profile 
of the element with which it works must be a point. This method 
of constructing profiles has also been used for wheel-teeth. Fig. 
110 is an illustration of the contact bet\veen teeth profiled in this 

* This can be seen without difficulty: A demonstration is given (e.g.) by '\Villis 
p. 92, another by Haton (Mecanismes), p. 101. 
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, a The two auxiliary centroids coincide with the two circular 
prin1ary centroids A and B; a b  and b c are point-paths (here 
epicycloids) described by the points a and c of the circle B;  d e  
and e f are epicycloids described by the points d and g of the 
circle A ;  g h d is a portion of a curtate epitrochoid described 
by the point e of the wheel B; a i d  a similar curve described by 
the point b of A. Simultaneous contact takes place in a, b and 
c, the normals to these points of restraint all passing through the 
point O ;  after a very small rotation in the one or the other 
direction the point e comes into contact with g h, or k \vith a l. 

F10. 1 1 0. 

It may sometimes be required to combine this method of con
structing profiles with one of the others,-such mixed methods 
are occasionally used in drawing the teeth of ,vheels, 

'-'s 3.;). . 
Fifth Method.-Parallels or Equidistants to the 

Roulettes as Profiles. 

If we have obtained by any of the methods now .described the 
profiles a P an� b P corresponding to the centroids A and B, and 
from the centre of curvature of the element P of a P describe a 
circle with a radius l arger by any amount, P P1, than the radius of 
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curvature of that element, and from the centre of curvature of the 
corresponding element of b P a  circle with a radius smaller by 
the same amount, we obtain two circular arcs touching each other 
on the normal at Pi, and having their normal passing through the 
instantaneous centre 0, in common with the elements at P of the 
original profiles. This procedure, carried out for every point in 
the two profiles, furnishes two new profiles, a1 P1 and b1 Pi, which 
are equidistants or parallels to the first curves, and may equally 

FIG. 111. FIG. 112. 

serve as profiles for element..q.• This gives us a furthere. immense 
variety of profile forms, which are only limited by the conditions 
as to usefulness mentioned in section 31. These equidistant curves 
often possess advantages,-as in the case when they are employed 
to represent the point-profiles already described. They give us 
then a circle or circular arc for a profile instead of a point. We 
have this applied practically in the " pine" teeth of ''elanterne" 
pinions, which once were frequently used, and even now . are 
occasionally Reen. Fig. 112 is an example. Instead of the point 
a and the epicycloid a b, the circle of radius a a1 and the line a1 b1 
equidistant from the epicycloid are employed. 

As a further illustration we may employ the forms already treated 
in another way, the curve-triangle and square. In Fig. 113 0 2' 3' 
is the centroid of the one and O 2 3 4 that of the other element 
of a higher pair, whose profiles we wish to determine. Using 
the method of § 34 we place in O 2' 3' an auxiliary centroid of the 
same figure as itself. We choose a describing point at R, a point 

• In the figure the equidistants are found by drawing ares about points in the 
profile with radii equal to the difference between the original and the intended radii, 
and not by drawing a.res from the centt"es of curvature of each element with the 
actual increased or decreased radii in the way described. The method of the figure 
gives the same result as the latter,and is obviously m,1ch more shnple. 
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upon the normal bisector O 3 of the arc 2' 3', at the intersection 
of the curves O 2' and O 3'. Relatively to the three-cornered cen
troid R describes a point only; relatively to the other centroid 
however it describes a straight
line right and left of R, being A. r=::-:::::::==--::--==;_:::::::: ___::=-, 8 

a point in the circumference of P l(----__,, 

a smaller Cardanic circle rolling 
within a larger. R O and RD 
are these lines and their pro
longations. If "\\'e complete the 
rolling of the inner centroid 
upon the other we obtain the 
four sides of the square as the pro
file for the outer element. Only
the necessary restraint for the 1J'--..,.,;;;;..,___�____,;;,�.-.1c 
inner element is now required. F10. 113. 

For this purpose we must find 
a point homologous to R for each of the two r�maining sides of the 
inner centroid; such points we obviously have in P and Q (as shown 

A
,
______ 

•.w••-•--•--•-•--•- :\..... . ' -.. ..... ' .' ,,' ,,' ,,' 

F10. 114. 

B 

by the dotted arcs), and these like R have their paths &.long the 
central portions of the sides of the square. To obtain the restraint . we have then only to draw from-R, P and Q the equi-distant curvesh
P Q, Q R, and R P, and we obtain the curve triangle as a profile. 
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* 36. 

Si::rth Method. Appro::rimatlons to Curved Profiles 
by Circnl11.r Arce. Willia' Method. 
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to represent them by circular arcs. This can al\\·ays be done 
,vhere an approximation to the true curve will suffice, and when 
only a small portion of each curve is used, as is in general 
the case with wheel-teeth. As substitutes for such portions of 
the curve suitably chosen arcs of circles having the same cur
vature are employed : for finding these there are several me
thods in use. For set-wheels 
with cycloidal teeth I have re-
commended* the following me
thod :-A in Fig.116 is a circular 
centroide-the pitch circle of 
the wheel for which teeth are to 
be constructed,-B its centre,
Cand D the centres of two equal 
describing circles (auxiliary cen
troids) by which the cycloidal 
arcs a and b, which it is desired 
to 1·epresent by circles, are 
drawn; their radius is equal to 
0·875 of the pitch. 0 is the point 
of contact of the circles A, 0 and 
D. Make the angle O O a and 
0 I) b = 30e° , find. the peripheral 
points a: and b' on the auxiliary 
centroids opposite a and b ; dra,v 
through a and b a straight line, which it is evident must pass through 
the point of contact and must therefore be a normal to the elements. 
of the curves at a, and b,-and join a' and b' with the centre B,
then the lines B a' and B b' (produced if necessary) cut the normal in 
the required centres of curvature P and Q. The circular arcs for the 
faces and flanks of the teeth are then drawn beyond and within the 
pitch circle respectively, joined together on A to make a fair profile 
(as in the figure), and repeated symmetrically round the pitch circle. 

In the well-known method given by Willis, he attempts to 
determine the circles best suited for the teeth profiles directly, that 
is without the use of auxiliary centroid� or roulettes. The nature 
of his approximation, in which he follows out some suggestions 

* Der 0011.structeur, 3rd Ed. pp. 419. 
K 

n 

F10. 116. 
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of Euler, is shortly as follows. L€t A and B (Fig. 117) be 
the centres of rotation of two bodies which can drive each other 
by means ·or the circular profiles touching in R, and drawn from the 
centres P and Q ;  then the intersection O of the two lines of centres 
P Q and A B is the point of contact of the centroids corresponding 
to the relative 1notion of the figures A and B (see § 8), which there
fore have for their angular velocity rat�o O B :  0 A. In order that 
this may remain nearly constant for a short interval of time, P Q 

must in its motion continue 
to pass as nearly as possible 
through 0. The instan
taneous centre, however, of 
P Q relatively to A B is 
the point 0 a.t the inter
section of P A a.nd B Q pro
duced, and if C be a point 
upon a perpendicular to 

' \\ 

\ 
I
I P.Q at 0, · as O' in our 

\ \ 
\ I figure, then the instantan\

' 
\
I

\ I 
\ I eous motion of P Q will be ,,,,---:. in fact through the point 0.c•'� If the ref ore one of the 

�c centres, as P, be chosen, the 
F10. 117. position of the other must 

be the intersection Q' of 
P Q and the line B O'. We thus ob1:6in in the distance P Q, or. 
rather P Q', .the sun1 of the required radii of curvature, but may 
take the point of contact R in any position, as R' for example, 
as follows from what v.1e have said in § 35. 

In order to adapt this elegant method to set-wheels, Willis 
chose three constant magnitudes, the distances O G' and O R 
and the angle P O  A ; the latter he made 75o° . If the teeth were to 
be profiled by one arc only he took O C' = oo, O R  = O, the 
circular arcs becoming approximations to involutes (see § 33). If 
two circular arcs were to be used, joining at the pitch line into 
an S-shaped figure,-as is usual,-the method was applied twice 
over, once _ for the portion of the tooth on each side of the pitch 
circle. Fig. 118 shows this ;-0 R' and O R:' are ea.ch equal to 
half the pitch, and O 0

1 
, 0 0 '' are so taken that for a pinion 
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of twelve teeth the flanks become radii. This occurs if O O' = the· 
pitch x ,!. sin 75h° . A closer examination sho,vs this construction 
to be identical with that given in Fig. 116, when equal constants 
are used. K O' and K' C" are the diameters of our auxiliary
centroids, which are here dotted so that the constructions n1ay 

. . . . .... ·,C•. .. 
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F10. 118. 

be comparedh; the points C' and C" correspond to a' and b', P and 
Q are found as before. Willis * himself recognised and men
tioned this coincidence.t 

§ 37. 

Seventh Method. -The Centroids themselves as 
Profiles of Elements. 

If we suppose the auxiliary centroids of the methog of § 32 
to be closed figures, and to be made smaller and smaller until they 

• Prin,r:i,pluof Mechanism, 1st Ed. p. 107, 2nd Ed. p. 142. 
� The approximation proposed by Profe88or Unwin, and described by him in 

Engineering, May 29, 1874, is perhaps more exact than either of these. He finds 
t\'\"o points in tlaCh roulette (epi- or }1ypo-cycloid), one upoD the pitch circle, and on• 

M 2 
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difficulties, a circumstance which helps to explain tbe existing im
perfect comprehension of those even which have been hitherto made. 
The modern sewing-machine manufacture, and in part, also that of 
agricultural machinery, have empirically and unknown to themselves 
made very satisfactory progress in the �mployment of the higher 
axoids ;-the former with special skill, for it has already brought to 
considerable perfection the form�tion of complex enveloping surfaces. 

The illustrations which we have used in the foregoing paragraphs 
have been in great part, although not entirely, drawn from the 
methods used for constructing ,vheel-teeth, and must be therefore 
more or less known, if not entirely familiar to those readers ,vho 
have made machine-construction a subject of scientific study. 
The methods of procedure, however, deserve renewed attention, 
for they have now been developed in the special light of the 
general fundamental principles upon which they rest. The 
question has here been treated as one not of rules for constructing· 
,vheel-teeth, but of their general correspondence to a great principle. 
We found that by a. quite small extension of the ideas contained 
in them, methods are available generally which are commonly 
stated and understood as v-ery limited rules. I trust theref ote 
that such previous familiarity with particular instances ,vill only 
bave made it more easy to understand the general case and their 
1·elation to it. 

I hope now to have made completely intelligible the fact that 
the construction of pairs of elements is possible for any motion, 
however complex,-that is, that in all cn.ses suitable profiles can be 
determined for those elements. We have seen also that this 
problem may be solved in an immense variety of different ways, 
even in the case of the simpler motions and those more often 
occurring. While in former centuries the most distiuguished 
geometrician occupied l1imself "·ith �eparate solutions of detached 
problems, and necessarily regarded them as important propositions) 

he has to-day presented to him a limitless perspective, which 
appears almost more simple in its universality than the single 
case appeared before, and which affords rich opportunities to 
the practical 1nind in the determination of the be3t solution among 
the immense number of possible oil.es. 

Perhaps I must fear that I have wearied my readers by these 
investigations, in which we have apparently progressed more point 
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by point than step by step, and have rather courted than shunned 
the difficulties of the problem. By degrees, however, we have 
completely prov�d the special laws upon which constrained pairs of 
elements can be constructed, and this was the end we had in vie\v. 
These laws are not simple,-not lying on the surface,-but they are 
fixed-and ,vithin the assumed limits universally applicable
general laws. It may be ,vell on this account to pause for a mo1nent 
and to ref er the reader once more to the nature of the ideas on this 
subject which have hitherto been held and ,:vhich were sketched 
in . the introduction,-and especially to the some,vhat extended 
system of Laboulaye of which I there promised further mention. 

I.et us ask ourselves what it is that Laboulaye's three systems
levie r, tour, and plan, which bear so great an apparent iinpress
of geometric generalization, really represent. We must look at 
this quE.\St.ion in the light of the special acquaintance ,vith the 
subject which it has been our object in the foregoing chapters to 
obtain. 

In the first system the n1oving body has one fixed point,-(le 
corps a un point fixe), in the second t,vo fixed points (le corps a 
deux points ou une d1·oite fixe), in the third th'fee fixed, or rather 
restrained points (l'obstacle consiste en t-rois points fixe.s o·u en u.n 
plan passant par ces trois points). We ren1ark in the first place
that Laboulaye bases his classification not upon kinematic chains, 
into which, as we have seen, the machine separates itself, but upon 
the pairs of elements themselves. FQr he speaks always of the 
restraint of a single body, not of one forming a part of a whole 
syt.em of bodies. Let us then limit ourselves to this, although 
Laboulaye himself considers his system to represent machines 
generally. Which pair, bo,vever, has only one fixed pointh? We 
have seen (§ 5. IV.) that the fixing of one point only leaves the 
motion of the body to ,,,hich it belongs quite indeterminate ; that 
neither a constrained chain nor a constrained pair of elements can 
be so formed. Laboulaye, however, chose as his illustration a 
swinging lever, one, that is, ,vhich turns about an a.xis. His 
system " levier " therefore coincides with the second of our lower 
pairs of elements, the turning-pair (§ 15). But such a pair
requires not one, but at least six points of restraint. It may of 
course be said that the fixed point in the systeme I evier repre • 
sents a geometrical axis, and that I.aboulaye's · 1neaning, strictly· 
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rendered, is that two points in this axis,-which n1igbt be con-· 
sidered as a kind of idealisation of the body,-should be prevented 
from altering their position ; the two points coinciding of course 
in their normal projection. This cannot, however, be the meaning, 
for it i" the description Laboulaye

. himself gives of his second 
. 

system, the systeme touar,-he has therefore not fallen into this 
error; he always speaks, too, of bodies, and not of their ideal 

, representation by axes. · But if any body is to be restrained we 
know that it must have a definite form, and that, being suitably 
formed, it must be restrained at at least six points. If we have one 
fixed point only the body must be spherical,-it will require at 
least four points of restraint, and the motion which occurs is only 
so far constrained that the centre of the sphere cannot alter its 
position, and that the other points must move on spheric surfaces;
,vith this limitation however they may have any possible motion. 

To proceed :-L�boulaye includes under s.ysteme levier those 
pairs of elements which move by conic rolling,a§ 11. That also· is 
said distinctly. He does not however leave his chosen illustration 
the lever. " Le mouvement d'un point quelconque, appartenant au· 
levier, sera de nature circulaire, en chaque instant et de plus 
en general alternatif dans une machine, se produisant le plus 
souvent dans un plan." We see that this definition fails altogether 
in clearness and certainty. Apparently it shadows forth in dim 
outline a pair of elements with a swinging motion,-its appear
ance of deep and categoric generalisation has sometimes brought it 
into favour with 1nathematicians ; it falls altogether to pieces, 
ho,vever, on a closer exan1ination. 

Nor can the two other systems, tour and planj fare better. 
In no one of the three systems is it made completely clear on 
the one hand what in strictness is meant by point fixe or plan 
inebranla ble, or on the other hand what it is that distinguishes 
absolutely one system from another. Let us reverse the question, 
and attempt to find in which of Laboulaye's classes one or other of 
our higher pairs of elements must be placed. We may choose the 
curve-triangle and square for instance. About this pair we know 
that if the square be fixed, then on motion taking place no point 
of the triangle remains in its original position. · Every point in it . 
moves. According to Laboulaye at least one point must remain 
stationary. The pair might perhaps be best placed under the 
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syste1ne plan, the surfaces of the triangle being supposed to 
be caused to 1nove always in the same planes,-which are therefore 
such plans inJbranlable as are considered to be peculiar to this 
third system. "\Ve might look in this direction for the real essence 
of the system, but then the turning pair ,vould also on these 
grounds have to be put in the san1e category, ,vhile it must be 
claimed on the other hand as distinctly belonging to systerne
tour. So we lose our clue, and fail in discovering what the real 
difference between things varying so essentially is,-the very thing 
which it was and must be the object of the " systen1h" to point out. 

But I will stop : it is evident that Laboulaye's position is unten
able. The question here, too, is not one of criticism of Laboulaye
himself; many other writers have followed him without putting
his ideas sufficiently to the proof, and they would therefore be open
to the same criticism. That I do not undervalue Laboulaye will be 
seen from the Introduction, where I have paid my tribute of recog
nition to him as an investigator. I do this the more freely, that he 
has not drawn any special deductions in the applied part of his 
work from his first propositions,----deductions which would neces
sarily have led to error. I have been desirous only to show upon 
wl1at insecure and feeble supports it has been attempted to build 
up a science of Kinematics, a science having ostensibly a logical 
basis of its own. I wished to place again before the reader, in a 
form that could be :readily grasped, a proof that if anything what
ever is to be accomplished by means of axiomatic propositions, they
must be subjected to, and be able to bear, the most inexorably strict, 
exact and penetrating exa1nination . 

• 
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